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CHAPTER I 

SCRIPT ANALYSIS 

PLOT AND STRUCTURE 

The Arkansaw Bear is a story about Tish, who is confronted 

with her grandfather's imminent death. At the beginning of the 

play, Tish, a little girl, sees a circus poster with a bear on it. 

~hen she rushes home to tell her grandfather about the circus, she 

discovers that he is dying. Because of her frustration and ina-

bility to understand death, she runs away to her private spot by 

a large tree. A star, named Star Bright, appears in the sky and 

offers Tish a wish. She wishes for all things to live forever, 

but Star Bright says she cannot grant this wish because it would 

upset the balance of nature. Tish then asks to know why her grand-

father has to die, and although Star Bright cannot answer this 

question directly, she does address the question through a fable 

that she presents to Tish. 

The fable is told through a metaphor of a circus and the 

actions of Mime, the World's Greatest Dancing Bear, the Ringmaster, 

and the Little Bear. Tish discovers that the Dancing Bear is 

running away from the Ringmaster, who wants to bring Dancing Bear 

to the Great Center Ring. Tish soon realizes that, within this 

fable, the Ringmaster represents death, and she decides to help 
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the Dancing Bear escape from him. 

By talking about the things her grandfather has taught her, 

Tish helps Dancing Bear to realize that if he had someone to teach 

his dances to, a part of him would live on, and then, perhaps, his 

death would be easier to accept. Star Bright causes the Little 

Bear to appear, and the Dancing Bear and Mime make preparations to 

train him. Meanwhile, Tish convinces the Little Bear to help the 

Dancing Bear by learning the dances. Knowing that Little Bear will 

carry on his dances, the Dancing Bear finally accepts his fate and 

leaves with the Ringmaster to the Great Center Ring. Mime and Little 

Bear release a pink balloon to symbolize both their acceptance of 

Dancing Bear's fate and the letting go of the past. Through the 

fantasy Tish comes to an understanding of how to cope with the 

death of her grandfather, and she is thus able to return home and 

say goodbye to him. 

The script contains three important sections: the beginning, 

the fantasy, and the end. The beginning and the end are much alike 

in that they both take place in the real world. The important dif-

ference between these two sections is that in the beginning there is 

chaos, and the ending resolves that chaos. The major portion of 

the script is devoted to the fantasy; hence, the information con-

tained within the fantasy becomes important when considering pro-

duction choices. 

Most of the exposition can be found within the first few pages 

of the script; however, there are several lines of exposition 
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scattered throughout the text as Tish recalls specific background 

information. The first two iines of dialogue introduce the reader 

to a conflict which grows until Tish runs away. The author begins 

slowly to resolve the conflict through the fantasy, and, with the 

addition of several complications, the author reveals a path to the 

denouement. 

The author could have ended the play with Star Bright granting 

Tish's wish. He chose, however, to add characters who help Tish 

understand her dilennna. The suspense of the play builds as time 

runs out on the Dancing Bear and does not subside until after the 

climax, when Dancing Bear leaves for the Great Center Ring. 

The playwright neglects to give detailed information about the 

world of the play, neglecting to answer questions that may have a 

bearing on the conflict. For example: Is Tish's father living? If 

so, where is he? Does Grandfather live with Tish and her family? 

If not, where does he live, and who normally takes care of him? 

Does Aunt Ellen live with Tish's family? Where are the rest of the 

family relations? The circus is coming so we can presume it is 

surrmer time, but what month is it? Where are we in Arkansas? How 

old are the characters? 

It is important to note that most of these circumstances can 

be decided arbitrarily by the director and cast members. The point 

is that the playwright found these, and questions like them, unim-

portant. However, it is important to know what the world of the 

play is like without conflict, so that one may know what the world 
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of the play at rest is like. The playwright tells us the only dif-

ference between the world in chaos and the world at rest is Tish's 

discovery that her grandfather is going to die. Obviously, this 

discovery must then be the most important aspect of the story. 

THEME 

The playwright admits that he cannot answer the question he sets 

up for himself in the beginning of the play--namely, why do people 

have to die? Tish asks this question, but she never gets a direct 

answer. The playwright does, however, offer an alternative which 

may better help Tish to accept her grandfather's death. He suggests 

that the best way to accept death is to "give your most to the 

living." 1 This idea, which Harris translates as "the riddle of 

life, 11 is manifested in many different ways in the play. 

The idea of the old becoming the new is one aspect of this 

theme. For example: "Tish: Grandpa has an old hat. Bear: 

Perhaps, if it had a new feather. 112 These lines form a circular 

pattern, reinforcing the idea that cycles can be created through 

the old and experienced character passing things down to the young. 

In the play, Tish's grandfather teaches her to whistle and dance a 

jig, passing down to her a bit of himself. This also happens with 

the Dancing Bear, who passes down his dances to the Little Bear 

because he realizes that in this way a bit of himself lives on. 

The play is held together by the fact that Tish is working 
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out her problem through a fantasy, which is her answer to coping 

with death. Fantasy is a creative device for self-growth and is 

another idea presented in the play. It is not until Tish voices her 

concerns through the fantasy characters that she is made aware of 

them. Once able to identify her fears and her problem, she can 

work towards a solution. 

One cannot ignore the circus images presented in the play. 

The circus theme presented in the fantasy world comes from the circus 

theme used in the poster, which is the last most impressionable 

information Tish acquires before the conflict in the play. 

Since each character in the fantasy world comes from Tish's 

imagination, we can assume that the concerns of the characters are 

really Tish's concerns. Consistent with this theme, Star Bright 

says: If everyone lived forever, "think what a mixed up world it 

would be. 113 This idea is too mature for Tish to grasp fully early 

in the play. Bear fears death and the unknown, as does Tish. Mime 

knows Bear will die and knows that Bear is afraid of dying, but 

Mime cannot totally understand what Bear is experiencing. Much like 

Tish, Mime does not know what to do in this situation. It is through 

these themes that Harris makes his statement on how to cope with 

death. This statement describes the through-line of the play. 

LANGUAGE 

The language in The Arkansaw Bear is very straight forward. 
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Harris consistently uses this simple and direct approach to language 

to convey the literal meaning of the text. The script includes only 

one exception to this approach. This can be found in the ironic 

statement made by Harris in the language of Dancing Bear as contrasted 

to that of Little Bear. 

Dancing Bear uses elegant speech--more like poetry than any of 

the other characters--to try to hide his fear. One example wil 1, 

perhaps, suffice: 

Goodbye, good friend. Thank you 
for everything. And sometimes when 
the band plays ... think of an old 
bear. Yes, I remember when once we 
said, 'Life is like a bright balloon. 
Hold it tight. Because once you let 
it go ... it floats away forever.•4 

One would think that the Dancing Bear, with his articulate 

speech, would be the character who best explains to Tish how to 

solve her problem. However, it is the Little Bear who, through 

simple and direct speech, gets right to the heart of the matter: 

You have to go on 1i vi ng. so . . . 
do your best. Give yourself to the 
livin'. 'Cause that's the best way 
to say goodbye to your Pa. 

Oh, it don't mean I understand about 
dyin'. I don't. But you do go on 
living.5 

Mother and Aunt Ellen also use simple speech patterns; and, 

ironically, although their speech is more refined than the Little 

Bear's, they offer little help to Tish. 
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SPECTACLE 

The elements of set, lights, sound, costumes, and makeup to-

gether create the atmosphere of a play. Of the two worlds estab-

1 ished within this play, the fantasy world is made more specific 

than the real world. The few elements of the real world are de-

scribed in the stage directions: 

(As the house lights dim, there is a glow 
on the front curtain. Over a loud speaker 
a man 1 s whistling of 11 0 Susannah:' is heard. 
The curtain olens. Tish walks into a large 
spot of warm ight L. The whistling dims 
out. Tish is a little girl and carries 
some hand-picked flowers. She listens to 
the voices, heard over a loud speaker, 
and reacts to them as if Mother and Aunt 
Ellen were on each side of her downstage.6 

Here we have disembodied voices heard from darkness with no reference 

to place. A spotlight is on Tish, but the author uses no other ele-

ment to establish the real world. We know little--other than what 

we imagine--about what this place is, or what these people look 

like. The audience members must thus rely on what they hear. 

The fantasy world, however, is described in detail throughout 

the script. For example: 

There is star music, tinklin with bells. 
From above, a sma swing starts descending. 
Magic star light spots on it. Star Bright 
stands on the swin , which sto s in mid-
air. Music dims out. 

{The full stage is seen, lighted brightly 
and in soft colors. There are the large tree 
at R, and open space with beautiful sky.)8 

The fantasy world fills the empty space as it is introduced piece by 
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piece. The characters, the music, the lights, the properties--all 

have their basis in a circus motif. Sound and lights are used 

throughout the script to underscore events. The playwright suggests, 

for example: "(Royal music begins and continues during the scene.) 11 ; 9 

"Faint music of a calliope is heard. Bear stirs.)"; 10 "(Star music 

and lights begin as Star Bright enters on swing.) 11 ; 11 and "{Mime 

motions. Soft band music of the circus is heard. Colorful lights 

play on the backdrop.) 11 ; 12 The last example cited points out another 

interesting aspect about the sound and lights. Mime's gestures 

control the music and lights, and they appear only because of Mime's 

magical abilities. The trunk full of Dancing Bear's costume pieces 

is also totally under the Mime's control. Thus the importance of 

the magical nature of the sound, lights, and properties cannot be 

over-emphasized. 

The tree is the only set piece that the author suggests is 

essential. The tree represents Tish's personal space, a space 

where she is safe. The tree must also serve an important techni-

cal function. At one point in the script, the Ringmaster is en-

closed within the tree through the magic of Star Bright. 

The author is very specific about costumes and makeup: 

(Mime appears at R. He is a showman, 
a magician and an accomplished mime who 
never sleaks. He wears a long coat with 
many co orful patch pockets. He is not 
in white face, but his face is natural, 
friendly and expressive.)13 

There is concern in the stage directions that the characters who 

are animals are not portrayed in an eerie or frightening manner. 
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The playwright views animal makeup or masks as "frightening or 

grotesque" and seems to be making a statement about not trying to 

fool the young audience in any way. 14 

CHARACTER 

Tish is the protagonist because her actions unify the play. 

The other characters in the story originate in the protagonist's 

life and are transformed into characters who would exist within the 

protagonist's fantasy. The Mime is analogous to Tish's Aunt Ellen; 

they both care for Grandfather (Dancing Bear), but just can't seem 

to talk about his dying. The character Star Bright parallels Tish's 

mother, looking down on and caring for Tish, helping to solve her 

problems, and making her wishes come true to the best of her ability. 

Tish also helps herself within her fantasy, for one could view Little 

Bear as a Tish with a little more experience, a "grown-up" Tish. 

In the story Dancing Bear is equated with Grandfather. Grandfather's 

death is the source of Tish's conflict. Conversely, Dancing Bear's 

death helps Tish come to some acceptance of death, and thereby aids 

in the resolution of the conflict. Therefore, the same action which 

inadvertently causes pain and fear in Tish at the beginning of the 

play also causes growth and understanding at the end of the play. 
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I. Ti sh 

Tish is not given a definite age in the script. However, through 

her actions and the language she uses, we can assume that Tish is 

approximately ten years old. She is very intelligent and polite, the 

kind of child who has learned to think for herself at an early age. 

We know she has a mother, an aunt named Ellen, and a grandfather. 

She was named Leticia after her grandmother. Her grandfather is very 

fond of Tish and calls her little Leticia, although everyone else 

calls her by her nickname, Tish. Even though Tish and her grandfather 

never have a scene together in the script, we know that there is a 

close relationship between the two. Grandfather taught Tish to 

whistle 11 0 Susannah'' and to dance jigs, and we see Tish bringing a 

bunch of her grandfather's favorite flowers to him in the opening 
I 

scene. 

Through Tish we see the world of this play as one of innocence, 

simplicity, and tender affection. Tish is both credible and attrac-

tive. She is credible because we can believe she is an average 

little girl living in Arkansas and that she is very fond of her 

grandfather. When confronted with her gr~ndfather's death, she goes 

to her spot by the big tree to be by herself and to think out her 

problem. Almost every child has a favorite spot to go to when 

troubled, and Tish is no different. She is, however, special, 

because she willingly chooses to resolve her problem. Although her 

irrrnediate reaction is to run away, Tish later discovers she has 
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more success in working out her problem through her own imagination. 

Tish's vast and vibrant imagination is probably her most positive 

attribute. The audience is attracted to Tish because, in addition 

to being physically appealing, she has a desirable, positive, and 

moral objective (to understand why her grandfather has to die). Tish 

easily and readily accepts the fantasy world. She believes in magic 

and in wishing on stars. She is willing to help people and to 

listen to them, and thus she easily makes friends. 

II. Mother 

We know little about Tish's mother. She tries to keep things 

calm in the opening, chaos-ridden scene and doesn't want Tish to 

go into her grandfather's room to see him die. Although she can't 

explain why he has to die, she makes every effort to protect her 

daughter from emotional pain. At the same time, Tish's mother is 

trying to keep Aunt Ellen from an emotional breakdown and trying to 

keep restraints on her own feelings. We see a strong, compassionate, 

protecting, and selfless woman who maintains control until driven 

to a point where she can no longer hold her own needs back. In the 

final scene, after the crisis is over, we see a woman who is even 

more understanding (willing to listen and ready to face Tish) than 

the pressured woman in the first scene. 
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III. Aunt Ellen 

Aunt Ellen is Tish's great aunt (and probably the sister of the 

dying man, although this is never stated). Of the four characters 

who belong to the real world, she is the most distressed. Aunt Ellen 

lacks the patience that Tish's mother displays when dealing with Tish. 

She seems to be so emotionally upset with the death of Tish's grand-

father that there is little else she can deal with. We know even 

less about Aunt Ellen than we know about Tish's mother. In the 

opening scene, Aunt Ellen finds Tish to be a nuisance; however, we 

later find that this tension is only caused by the critical circum-

stances and is complicated with the age difference between them. In 

the final scene, we see that Aunt Ellen is more tolerant of Tish, 

which suggests that this is the usual relationship between them. 

IV. Grandfather 

Although Tish's grandfather is one of the most important characters 

in the play, he is never seen and never heard. The script indi-

cates to us that Grandfather has a heart problem and is dying. We 

know more about Grandfather than we know about Tish's mother and 

Aunt Ellen, because we are given information about him by Tish. 

(Please note the references to Grandfather discussed previously in 

the section describing Tish.) 
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V. Star Bright 

Star Bright, although a part of the fantasy world, serves as 

a trans iti ona 1 cha·racter between the real world and the fantasy 

world. The character is of indetenninate sex and could be any age, 

although there is a child-like quality about the character. There 

is also a magical quality about Star Bright, an excited twinkling 

energy. Star Bright is very helpful to people but just slightly 

impatient with them. One of the main objectives in her life is to 

be the first star out so that she can grant a wish. Star Bright is 

the kind of character everyone in the audience adores. Our belief 

in Star Bright makes the rest of the fantasy world more believable. 

VI. World's Greatest Dancing Bear 

The World's Greatest Dancing Bear comes from a prestigious 

family of dancers. His father was born in Russia, and his mother 

was the prima ballerina bear of all Spain. He is the World's 

Greatest Dancing Bear, traveling throughout the world doing the 

dances his parents taught him and wearing the hats his father passed 

down to him. He has won many medals for his dancing talents, and 

he perfonns for important people. He does most of his traveling 

with a circus and enjoys the magic of the circus \'torld. Besides 

dancing, his favorite activity is eating. The stage directions tell 

us: 11 He is a star performer, amusing, vain and loveable like a 
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teddy bear. 1115 

VI I. Mime 

The Mime is the best friend of the World's Greatest Dancing 

Bear. Mime is an entertaining jack-of-all-trades, who, at any 

time, can magically pull things from his pockets (or from thin air). 

This character, like Star Bright, is of indeterminate sex and age. 

He is friendly, pleasant, and devoted to the Dancing Bear. Mime 

is a partner and confidante of Dancing Bear. Because Mime cannot 

communicate with words, he has developed his imagination, which has 

become very vivid and complex, in order to coJTJTiunicate with people 

who do use words. He is able to mime complex meanings to others 

with great success. 

VIII. Great Ringmaster 

The Great Ringmaster is very much like all circus ringmasters 

--he is an authoritarian figure, and his job is to see that the 

circus functions properly. In the play, he represents death; when 

he summons someone, that person must go to the Great Center Ring. 

In the script we only see him at his most unpleasant job. The 

playwright tells us that: "He has a friendly face, a pleasant voice, 

but walks and speaks with authority. 1116 He is probably the least 

understood character in the play because we do not separate him as 
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a person from the job he must perform. The Ringmaster does have com-

passion for the bear; however, he also goes by the rules and performs 

his job with directness. Because of his position he knows much about 

death, but even he does not understand what death is. When he is 

asked, he merely states: "When there is no answer, you do not ask 

the question. 1117 

IX. Little Bear 

Little Bear is an uneducated, friendly, loveable, little country 

bear. The playwright's description causes one to think of Paddington 

Bear: 

He is a small cub, wearing country 
overalls and a little turned-up straw 
hat. Over his shoulder he carries a 
small fishing pole.18 

Little Bear, who is of indeterminate sex, is small, child-like, 

friendly, and full of curiosity. Little Bear makes friends quickly 

and completely. He helps Tish by gently passing on a bit of his 

country wisdom. 
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PRODUCTION CONCEPT 

There are several things to consider when developing a pro-

duction concept. The most important consideration is to determine 

what the play is about. At first, I believed the play was about 

coping with death. This was because of the many references to death 

in the script, and because the playwright uses a death as the 

inciting incident of the play. But the idea of 11 death 11 is too broad 

and vague a notion on which to base a concept. In looking for a more 

specific and more positive through-line for the play, I considered 

how two ideas present within the play were tied together. 

Prevalent in the script is the idea of the circus as a metaphor 

for life. In life people and things die, and therefore this metaphor 

also includes death. Our lives are viewed as a three-ring circus 

and when we die we must enter the Great Center Ring. The circus 

characters and images used within the script support this circus 

metaphor. 

The second idea deals with the characters in the play. All 

the characters have some relationship to Tish. In her imagination, 

Tish takes the people she knows in the real world and transforms 

them into characters who exist with her fantasy world. 

In each of these ideas there exists a pattern of growth. In 

the circus of life you are able to grow until the day you die. 

16 
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There also exists for each character a representative "older 11 

character who represents growth. Each character uses different 

processes in order to grow, just as people do throughout their 

lives. Tish grows to Little Bear's level of understanding when she 

learns to accept death, and she thereby learns that when we let go 

of the past, we grow to a new understanding of the present and the 

future. 

Viewed from these two perspectives, then, The Arkansaw Bear is 

a play about growing up. People can tell you to grow up, and they 

can show you how to grow up, but ultimately the responsibility of 

growing up is left to the individual. The playwright tells us the 

way to cope with death is to go on living. It may not be the way, but 

it is ! way. He also states the idea that in every ending there is 

a beginning. How you eventually arrive at an answer is just as 

important as finding the answer to coping with death. In this play 

the process of finding is done through fantasy. Everyone experiences 

and uses fantasy in his life, even if only through his dreams. 

The concept used in this production of the play focuses on the 

theme of growth--emotional and spiritual maturation. An attempt 

was made to illustrate this idea literally through the actions of 

the characters and in the physicalization of both the real and the 

fantasy worlds. 
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PHYSICAL PRODUCTION 

Budget, space, time, manpower, and colT'lllunication all influence 

how a concept is translated into a workable, physical production. 

What follows is a discussion of how these factors influenced choices 

made in regard to the physical production. 

COSTUMES 

The first thing decided was the number of costumes needed for 

the show. The designer wanted to know whether or not the voices 

would be seen, and if costumes would be needed. The choice to have 

the characters who are voices not be seen helped the budget, since 

it eliminated two potential costumes. It was decided initially that 

the character Star Bright would be a puppet, which eliminated another 

potential costume. Thus, the costumes that were initially needed 

werefor Tish, Little Bear, Dancing Bear, Mime, and Ringmaster. The 

decision was subsequently made to have Star Bright enacted by an 

actor rather than a puppet. This then necessitated an additional 

costume for that character. 

The costumes were divided into two groups: the human costumes 

and the animal/object costumes. Tish, Mime, and the Ringmaster had 

human costumes; Dancing Bear, Little Bear, and Star Bright had 

18 
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animal/object costumes. 

The designer used stuffed bears, material swatches, and color 

samples as a basis to help our discussions of the costumes. 

The color palette for the costumes included pink (and other 

various shades of red) and pale blue. These colors were chosen not 

just because they are traditionally associated with children, but 

also because it seemed likely that a little girl's fantasy would 

include these pastel colors. 

Even before we knew what the costume budget would be, the 

designer informed me that most of that budget would have to go 

towards the construction of the bear costumes. An attempt was made 

to use fabric and accessories already available to the costume 

designer in order to keep the expense down. 

I. Tish 

Tish is a little girl who lives in Arkansas. What may be con-

sidered the standard dress for a little girl in Arkansas today is 

probably blue jeans and a T-shirt; unfortunately, the standard dress 

for a college student in Blacksburg, Virginia, today is also a T-shirt 

and blue jeans. Therefore, the costume designer and I did not feel 

that this particular apparel would help establish Tish's age or 

background. 

The possibility of placing Tish in a dress was dismissed because 

that would indicate to the audience that it was a special day. It 
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was decided that the play takes place in mid-May, at which time Tish 

would still be in school; therefore, her attire needed to be something 

appropriate for her to wear to school. She would not be in her play 

clothes yet, because the action of the play begins just as Tish is 

walking home from school. We felt the best way to incorporate all 

of these ideas was to have Tish dressed in a jumPer and top. Knee 

socks were added to accentuate her youth. We also arranged the 

twenty-year-old actress's hair in pig tails to make her look younger. 

Her jumper was blue and her top pink; thus, Tish's costume became 

the basis for all color associations made with the other characters. 

II. Ringmaster 

Tails, breeches, tall black boots, and a black top hat are the 

usual accouterments for a ringmaster. We used this traditional image 

of the ringmaster, which also happens to be the suggestion of the 

playwright. The costume was incorporated into the color scheme with 

its bright red color. 

III. Mime 

Mime is a magician, clown, and a caretaker of the Dancing Bear. 

His costume consisted of blue checked, calf-length pants, suspenders 

(which allowed freedom of movement), and a large pink coat with 

several colorful patch pockets. Mime also wore a bright red wig to 
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suggest more of a clown image than the traditional mime image. 

Although Mime's costume linked him to the fantasy, it was also like 

that of a clown from the real world. 

IV. Dancing Bear 

Dancing Bear's costume consisted of stomach padding, a fur suit, 

dancing shoes, gloves, and a red band-leader's jacket with matching 

hat. It was necessary to make a statement, through costume, that 

Dancing Bear was traveling with the circus. The circus posters I 

had seen as a child always had their dancing bear wearing a vest 

with a pill-box type hat. I felt Dancing Bear was classier than the 

average dancing bear, considering all his awards, and thus the de-

signer and I decided on the band leader's jacket and hat. White 

gloves were used instead of bear paws to give the actor flexibility 

with his hands. For greater dancing flexibility, dancing shoes were 

also necessary. 

V. Little Bear 

The Little Bear required stomach padding and a fur suit. How-

ever, Little Bear did not require the hand or feet flexibility of 

the Dancing Bear because he did not have to change hats, nor dance 

with as much grace as Dancing Bear. Therefore, the Little Bear had 

mitten-style fur hands and fur feet. As a country bear, he needed 
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to wear practical clothing, such as blue overalls. A straw hat and 

a fishing pole added to the practical and simplistic image of the 

Arkansaw Bear. A pink scarf helped to make a subtle color connection 

between Tish and the Little Bear, and drew attention to the actor's 

face. 

VI. Star Bright 

Star Bright's costume was light blue, trirrmed with reflective 

gold striping to outline her star shape. The costume was loose 

fitting to hide the rigging used to fly Star Bright and to enable 

the rigging to work properly. 

PROPERTIES 

Certain properties helped the audience to identify a particular 

character trait. For instance: Dancing Bear carried a cane to help 

establish his age, position, and vanity; Little Bear carried his 

bamboo fishing pole to help establish his adventuresome, fun-loving 

nature; Ringmaster carried his book to remind the audience he was 

performing his job; and Tish carried her grandfather's favorite 

flowers to help establish the close relationship between the two. 

A large trunk was used to carry all of Dancing Bear's hats and 

accessories. This trunk had wheels to make it easier to maneuver on 

stage. A small pink, helium-filled balloon was used as the symbol 
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for the letting go of Dancing Bear's past. 

MAKEUP 

Two basic makeup decisions were made: the first was to avoid 

painting the actor's faces like animals in order to retain the human 

qualities of the characters; the second was to have the actor's faces 

seen clearly by the audience. Mime is the only character who used 

more than the standard makeup techniques. He used bright red to 

accent the cheeks to appear more clown-like. 

SET 

The set contained three major areas: in front of the curtain 

(representing the real world); Tish's tree on a hillside (repre-

senting Tish's private space); and an open space (to be filled with 

characters and objects from Tish's imagination). 

Since the characters of the real world are not seen, neither 

were the environmental elements of that world. The only set piece 

used in front of the curtain was a poster with a bear on it. The 

orchestra pit was lowered slightly to represent a pond. Since it 

was only necessary for Tish to see a poster on her way home, and 

since the voices of Mother and Aunt Ellen suggest that these people 

are present and conversing with Tish, it was thought best to keep 

the scenery for this scene minimal. 
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By opening the main curtain we attempted to suggest to the 

audience that Tish had gone some distance to arrive at the tree. A 

set piece was positioned stage right to represent a grassy, green 

hillside with a large tree. The hillside was suggested with the use 

of a large, raked platform with green carpet. The tree was made of 

layers of cloth, dyed and hung to appear as a natural tree. An 

angled and raked platform sloped down from the center of the hillside 

to center stage. This helped to define the height of the hillside, 

while creating more variety of level for the actors to work on. 

The circular patterns discussed in the script analysis were 

applied to the set design in several ways. The hillside was a large 

round platform, the ground cloth directly below the angled platform 

had a painted circle, and the upstage area was defined with sections 

of a circus ring. 

Each character entered from the real world and crossed through 

the outer-most circle into the fantasy world. This outer-most circle 

was designed to exist in the real world as a street curb and in the 

fantasy world as a circus ring. 

Three small circular platforms which supported weight were 

brought in by actors during the course of the play to give more 

variety of level and to support the circus motif. These platforms 

looked similar to elephant stands used in a circus. 

Additional set dressing consisted of fragmented circus items, 

as they were imagined by Tish. These items were designed to fly 

in and out of the open space. The pieces consisted of a large version 
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of the circus poster with a bear on it, flags, banners, and a 

trapeze ladder. 

LIGHTS 

The real world was established with the use of a single spot-

light. This use of the spotlight helped to focus the audience's 

attention on Tish. Within the fantasy world, we used colored lights, 

area lighting, lights for the sunrise, and special effects. One 

special effect, used to enhance the circus environment of the fantasy 

world, projected the shadows of circus jugglers on to the cyclorama. 

To help establish the fantastic qualities of the magic scenes, 

colored lights were hidden in the outer edges of the hill platform 

and the outer circle and were flashed on and off when we needed to 

suggest that magic was happening. As Tish's understanding of how to 

cope with her grandfather's death became clearer, the lights of the 

fantasy world which helped to guide her dimned. The idea of Tish's 

new beginning was illustrated in lights through the indication of 

a sunrise seen on the cyclorama. Soon after the sunrise, Mother's 

call brings the curtain down and forces Tish back into the real 

world. This was placed in a spotlight, as in the opening scene, 

so that the cycle was completed with the lighting as well as with 

the action of the play. 
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SOUND 

The only sounds of the real world, other than Tish's voice, 

were the voices of Mother and Aunt Ellen, which were amplified 

through speakers. 

The sounds for the fantasy world came from many different 

sources. Recordings of bands, orchestras, and single instruments 

were used. The sound could only be brought into the realm of the 

fantasy world through the magic of the Mime. With a wave of his 

hand, Mime brought the appropriate music to the fantasy world from 

anywhere in the real world. Since Mime was a product of Tish 1 s 

imagination, the specific music was selected with the idea that it 

should be music that Tish probably had heard in the real world. 

These sounds included: calliope music, royal music, chimes, a 

rooster crowing, polka music, tango music, and Russian music. 
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PROMPT SCRIPT 
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PROMPT SCRIPT KEY 

(A) Note given to an actor. The character 1 s name appears 

first and then the note is given. 

(L) Lighting notes 

(S) Sound notes 

(*) Blocking notes for major blocking changes. 

DS--downstage 

ES--elephant stand 

EX--exit 

L--left 

R--right 

S--stage 

US--upstage 

X--cross 

s--sit 

s--stand 
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Royalty Note 

The Arkansaw Bear appears in this thesis as a research reference 

for the formulations and assertions made. Please note that The 

Arkansaw Bear is protected by the copyright laws. 

The play may be presented by amateurs upon payment to the 

Anchorage Press of royalty of $35.00 for the first performance, 

$30.00 for the second performance, and $25.00 for each subsequent 

performance, one week before the date of the play's opening. Per-

mission may be secured by writing to Anchorage Press, Incorporated, 

Post Office Box 8067, New Orleans, Louisiana 70182. 
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The Arkansow Bear 

blf Aorond ftorris 
Copyright 1980. 

by 

ANCHORAGE PRESS, L'iC. 
Post Office Box 8067 

New Orleans. Louisiana 
70182 
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THE ARKANSA W BEAR 

Tish 
Star Bright 
Mime 
World's Greatest Dancing Bear 
Great Ringmaster 
Little Bear 

Voices: ~fother 
Aunt Ellen 
Announcer 

Scene 
The present. Somewhere in Arkansaw. 
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[A1 the /aou.se lights dim. there is a glow of light on the front curtain. Over a loud 
&peaker a man·, whistling of "O Su.samaah" is heard. Tlw curtains open. Tish waLkl 
into a im'ge spot of warm light at L. The whi.stling diml out. Tish ii a little girl and 
carrie1 some hand-picked flowen. She liltena to the voice1, heard over a loud 
spcwr, and reactl to them as if Mother and Aunt Ellen were on each side of her, 
doU111.Stage.j 

TISH: rve come to see Grandpa. 
MOTHER'S VOICE: No, dear. No. You can•t go in. 

TISH; But Mother - -
:itlOTHER'S VOICE: No, Tish! You can't see Grandpa now. 
TISH: I picked him some flowers. These are Grandpa's favorites. 
AUNT ELLEN'S VOICE: [She is Tilh'.1 great aunt. elderly. 
emotilm4lf Quiet, child. 

TISH: But Aunt Ellen - -
AUNT ELLEN'S VOICE - The doctor is here. 
TISH: The doctor? 
MOTHER'S VOICE: Tish, dear. 
TISH: Yes. mother? 

gentle and 

1 

2 
3 
4 

5 
6 

7 
8 

9 

10 
11 

MOTHER'S VOICE: Grandpa had a turn for the worse. His heart - - 12 
AUNT ELLEN'S VOICE: 011.f~J:lel'J.,f. 

{Cm1 quietly} 

TISH: ih'1'£~ 
AUNT ELLEN'S VOICE: The doctor said ... no hope. 

{Tish reactlf 

MOTHER'S VOICE: Don't cry, Aunt Ellen. 
TISH: Is Grandpa going ... to die? 
AUNT ELLEN'S VOICE: Yes. 
TISH: Not He can't. 

MOTHER'S VOICE: We all have to die, dear. 
TISH: I know. But not Grandpa. 

[Start to move} 
MOTHER'S VOICE: Stop. You can't go in. 
TISH: Why can't he live forever! 
A't.JNT ELLEN'S VOICE: You're too young to understand. Too full of life. 

13 

14 

15 

TISH: I have to tell him there's a circus coming. I saw a poster with a bear. 16 
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Beat One--The Problem, scene one, introduction, French Scene 
One, it is a new beat, the first beat which builds on an existing 
crisis unknown to Tish 
Preshow: House to 1/2--House Out 
(S) 1 Man whistling "Oh Susannah" 
(l) 1 Spotlight on Tish 
{A) Tish--throw pebbles into pit, move stage R to L 

2 Hand-picked flowers--suggest good weather? Daytime? 

3 {A) Mother--stage right (A) Aunt Ellen--stage left 
(S) Mother and Aunt Ellen heard over loud speakers 

4 Tish's objective: to get Grandfather to take me to the circus 

5 (AJ Mother--Why can't Tish see her grandfather? 

6 Can Tish normally see her grandfather 

7 Tish knows her grandfather's favorite flowers 

8 Tish's great aunt, possibly the sister of the dying man. How 
old is Aunt Ellen? 

9 (A) Tish--How do you feel toward Aunt Ellen? 

10 (A) Aunt Ellen--Wnat does it mean that the doctor is here? 
Has he been here before? 

11 {A) Tish--What does it mean to you that the doctor is here? 
Why are you questioning your Aunt? 

12 Grandfather has heart trouble. (A) Mother--What else were you 
going to say? 

13 (A) Aunt Ellen--What were you going to say about what the doctor 
said? Are you hesitating? 

14 {A) Mother--comforting her here? What is your role in this 
scene? 

15 The Inciting Incident--the death of Grandfather 

16 Tish sees a poster with a bear on it. Here is where the circus 
motif and the Dancing Bear come from in the fantasy. 
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MOTHER'S VOICE: It doesn't matter now. 

TISH: Yes, it does! Do something! 

MOTHER'S VOICE: [Firmly/ We've done all we can. 

17 

TISH: But :iot enough! I ... I didn't do enough! 

AUNT ELLEN'S VOICE: Quiet. Quiet. 18 
TISH:{So/tly/Yes, if fd been quiet so he could sleep. And - Oh! Once when I was 
mad, I said ... I wish he was dead. Oh, I didn't mean it. Grandpa. I didn't mean it. 

MOTHER'S VOlCE: Hush. dear. It's not your fault. Grandpa loved you. 

TISH: Then why is he ... leaving me? 

{PulU away as if being held/ 

TISH: ~V,je/ftili~ 

19 

MOTHER'S VOICE: (Sharply. becoming edgy with emotion/ t/s/Go put the 
flowers in some water. 

TISH: He liked the pink ones. Now ... he'll never see them. Oh. why ... why does 
Grandpa have to die? 20 
MOTHER'S VOICE: {Sternly, trying to control and cover h.er grieftf Run along, 
dear. Run along. 

AUNT ELLEN'S VOICE: Keep away. Away from his door. Away ... ~f. 

{TM 'VOtCes of Mother and Aunt Ellen overlap and mix together. cu they /cup 
repeating, "Run along, " "A way. " "Run . . . run. " "A way . . . away, ·• 
"Ru11," "Away,'" "Run . .. away: run . .. away." They build to a cli!!,l9% in 
a choral chant, "Run ... away. 7 i:::'.'I 

TISH: I will. I'll run away. Up the hill ... to my tree ... r/y/t,lv'/ 22 
[She nm& circling to the tree which is at R. and on which the lights come up. 
The circle of light on the first scene dims out, and the chanting of the voices 
stop. Ti.sh sttmd.s al.one by her tree in the soft light of evening. She brushes 
bade a tear, shakes her head. and throws the fWwers on the ground] 

{She ttnk.s w the ground by the tree, hugs her kMes. and looks up. She sees the 
first &tar, which i.s out of sighL Quickly she gets up. points to the star and 
chants] 23 

Star light, star bright. 
First star I see tonight. 
I wish I may. I wish I might. 
Have the wish I wish tonight. 
I wish ... I wish ... Oh, Grandpa ... why? 

{Goes back to tree/ 

Why do you have to die? 24-
{There is star mu.sic, tinkling with bells. From above, a small swing starts 
ckscenditlg. .\fagic star light spots on iL St.ar Bright stand.f on the swing. which 
stops in mid-air. Music dims out] 
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17 (A) Mother--Why doesn't it matter? (A) Tish--Of course it 
matters. Scene continues to build and build until echoing 
which is a transition into the next French Scene 

18 (A) Tish--Feelings of guilt. (A) Aunt Ellen--What is your 
biggest concern at this point? 

19 (A) Tish--Isn't this selfish? What matters now? 

20 Here is the question the playwright sets up for himself--Why 
does Grandpa have to die? 

21 Dream-like? Build into chaos. This is where the curtain comes 
up and we see Tish's private place. 

22 French Scene Two, Scene 2--The Request Tish's objective to find 
a place to be by herself to think or cry or do as she wishes. 
To find security. (S) 2 Echoing voices over bizarre music. 
Curtain is up, Spotlight fades, Bear poster out, (L) 2 

23 Transition 1 The Fantasy (S) Star music with tinkling bells, 
twinkling lights on Starbright (L) 3 

(*) Tish--s SL of tree 
Star Bright--flown in SL 

24 Repeating the question which ties the show together 



STAR BRIGHT: Repeat, please. 

TISH: I wish ... I wish ... 
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STAR BRIGHT: I know you are wishing. That's why I'm here. But WHAT? 
Repeat please. 

TISH: [Sees a11d goes near him/ Who are you? 

STAR BRIGHT: [Slowly and proudly/ I am the first star out tonight! 

[Happily/ 

I did it! I did it! I did it again! 

[Excitedly/ 

First star ... first star ... first star out tonight! 

[To Tish/ 

It's the early star, you know, who gets the wish. What is yours? Repeat. please. 

TISH: Can you make a wish come true? 

STAR BRIGHT: I've been making wishes come true for a thousand years. 

TISH: A thousand years! You're older than Grandpa. 

25 

26 
ST AR BRIGHT: [Sits 011 swing/ Old? Oh. no. I'll twinkle for another thousand 
years. 27 
TISH: And then? 

ST AR BRIGHT: [Cheerfully/ Then my light will go out. 

TISH: Like Grandpa. 

STAR BRIGHT: But there will be a new star. It's the great pattern... 28 
TISH: I'll never have another Grandpa. 

ST AR BRIG HT: ... the great circle of life. In every ending there is a new begin-
ning. 

TISH; [Fully Tflaiizing it/ ru never see Grandpa again. I'll never hear him 
whistle. 

[Begins to wltislte "O Susannah 7 
STAR BRIGHT: Your wish? What is your wish? 

TISH: I wish ... I wish Grandpa could live a thousand years! 

ST AR BRIGHT: [Startled/ What? Repeat. please! 

TISH: [Excited/ I wish he'd never die. !llobody would ever die! Everyone live 
forever! 

29 

30 

STAR BRIGHT: Oh. no. no. no! Think what a mixed up world it would be! 31 
TISH:[Speaks mtently/I wish ... I wish I knew why: .. why Grandpa has to die. 32 
ST AR BRIGHT: That is not a quick one-tw<>-buckle-my shoe wish. No. That is a 
think-and-show-it. then you-know-it, come-true wish. 
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25 French Scene 3 Tish's objective: to have her wishes come true 

(*) -Tish--X OS to Star Bright and s SR of her. 

26 Star Bright wants to be the first out. What does this say about 
her? (A) Star Bright--gradually get more excited when you 
realize you are the first star out. 

27 (A) Star Bright--How old you are? How do you feel when Tish 
sees you as ancient? 

28 Has Star Bright accepted the great pattern, much like what 
Mother says earlier that everyone must die 

29 Circle of life--circles in circus ring? A circle has no ending 
or beginning 

30 What is it that causes Tish to think of the whistle? Why 
doesn't she make the connection of passing down here? 

31 What Tish wishes is to reconcile with herself and to understand. 
(A) Star Bright--What does this mean? What would happen? 
Can she force you to grant your wish? 

32 Repeats again the question Why does Grandpa have to die? 
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TISH: Plea:se. 

STAR BRIGHT: [With anticip<ited excitement/ Close your eyes. Whisper the 
words again. Open your eyes. And your wish wiil begin. 

{Tish closes her eyes. Star Bright claps his hands. then motians. There 
are music and beautiful lights. Star Bright is delighted with the effect./ 

Very good! Repeat, please. 

[He claps and waves his hand. Again there are music and beautiful lights./ 

Excellent! Thank you! 

{The swing with Star Bright t.s pulled up and out of sight. The full stage is 
seen. lighted brightly and in soft col-Ors. fNever is the stage dark. eerie. or 
frightenf.ng.J lt i.s Tish ·s fantasy. There are the large tree at R. and oizen 
space with beautiful sky. 3? 
Jlime appears at.R. He is a showman. a mag1cian and an accomplished 
mime who never speaks. He wears a I-Ong coat with many colorful p<itch 
pockets. He is NOT in white face, but his face is natural. fr1endly and e:::· 
pressive. He enters cautiously. carrying a traveling box. which he sets 
down at C. On the side the audience sees, is p<iinted the word. BEAR. On 
the other suu i.s p<iinted the word. DANCING. He beckons off R. The 
World's Greatest Dancing Bear enters R. He is a star perfonner, amus· 
ing, t:ain and wveable like a teddy bear. He does NOT wear an animal 
mask. nor is the actor's face painted. frightening or g-rotesque, with 
animal makeup. He wears his traveling hat. He hurries in. worried and 
out of breath./ 34 

BEAR: I must stop and get my breath. 

f Pants heavily/ 

My heart is pounding. 

{Looks about/ 

Are we safe? 35 
[Frightened/ 

I don't see him. I don't hear him. Yes, we have out run him. 
[Motions and Mime places box for Bear to sit/ 

Where ... where in this wide whirling wonderful world ... do you think we are? 
Switzerland? 

[l1-fime makes pointed ·mountain with his wrist. runs his fingers up and 
down the "mountain." then shakes his head./ 

You are right. No mountains. England? 
{Mime opem and holds up imaginary umbrella. hof.ds hand out to feel the 
rain. shakes his head./ 

You are right. No rain. India? 
{Mime leans over, su:ings one arm for a trunk. then other for his tail and 
walks./ 
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33 French Scene 4 Tish's objective: to discover who the new 
characters are (S) Star music same as 3 (S) Fantasy music 
(L) 4 eye. Lights, spots out (L) 5 Fantasy Lights 

(*) Star Bright--EX 
Dancing Bear and Mime--enter SL and move OS from center. 

34 Very important concept found within these stage directions 
Lots of clues to costume, makeup, and concern for the animals 
being human 

(*) Dancing Bear and Mime--DS center 

35 (A) Bear--Where are you going to? To find a safe place? 
Where have you come from? What are you afraid of? 
Why do you think you enter Tish's imagination at this 
point? 



No elephants. 

TISH: Excuse me. 

41 

{Th.ey freeze. She comes to th.em.} 

I can tell you where you are. You are in Arkansas. 
BEAR: Quick! Disguise. Hide. 

/He and Jfime h.urry to R. Mime quickly takes jrom one of his pockets 11 
pair of dark glasses and gives them to Bear who puts th.em on: then 
stands beside Bear to hide him.j 36 

TISH: /Recites with pride/ Arkansas was the 25th state to be admitted to the 
union. It is the 27th in size, and the state flower is apple blossom. 37 
BEAR: Who is it? 

/Mime pantomimes a girl/ 
A girl? 

/Mime pantomimes a small girl/ 
A little girl? Tell her t-0 go away. To run away. 

{Mime pantomimes to Tish. Bear hides behind tree} 
TISH: I have. I have run away. Have you run away. too? 

/Mime nods} 
Why? 

/Mime woks fri.ghtened off R. then puts jinger to lips} 
Who are you? 

/Mime takes a card from a pocket and presents it to her. She reads./ 
.. A Mime." You never speak. 

/Mime shakes his head. and "walks" in one spot and tips his hat./ 
.. A Magician." You do tricks! 

/Mime pulls handkerchief from sleeve/ 
.. Friend." You give help. 

/Mime touches handerchief under her eyes/ 

38 

39 

Thank you. I was crying because my Grandpa ... he's going to... 40 
/B'!ar. without gl.assea steps out from behind the tree, does a loud tap 
dance step and poses. Mime turns the traveling box around and with a 
flourish points to the word painted on that side of the bo:r. Tish reads it 
with amazement./ 

Dancing. 

/Mime turns boz around again. She reads./ 
Bear. 
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(*) Tish--slowly around tree OS using slant platform 

36 Shows the humor of the characters 

37 Tish knows an awful lot about Arkansas How important is this? 
Shows us she is in about fourth grade 
Intelligent 

(*) Mime--move US to Tish 

38 Running Away a thing they have in common 

39 What does this say about the character Mime? 

40 Subject is quickly changed, why? Is she sparing herself from 
pain? 

(*) Mime--X to trunk 
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[Mime motions to Bear who steps forward./ 

fve never met a bear. I've never seen a DANCING bear. 
BEAR: [To Mime] 

Should I? 

[.llime n-0ds/ 

Shall I? 

{Mime nods/ 

l will! My Spanish hat. 

41 

/Mime jumps with joy and gets hat from bo:z:. Bear motions to Tish who 
sits 01\ the groU11d.j 4-2 

Be seated. please. 
[Mime holds up handmirror, which he takes from a pocket. holds it J:P for 
Bear to look at himself. a:nd fi:.ces the hat./ 4? 

To the right ... to the right ... Ah. just right! 
/Mime motions and a spot light comes on. An announcer's voice is heard 
over a loud speaker.] 4-4 

ANNOUNCER'S VOICE: Ladies and Gentlemen: Presenting in his spectacular, 
special. Spanish dance, the World's famous, the World's favorite. the W,.orld's 
Greatest Dancing Bear! 4' 
BEAR: [Mime motions and Spanish mu.sic is heard. Bear steps into the spot-
light. He dances with projeuional perfection a Spanish dance, but he does not 
finish. At a climactic moment. he stops. holds his hand again.st his heart and 
speaks with short breaths./ 46 
Stop the music. 

[Mime motion.s. Music stops./ 

Dim the light. 

/Mime motions. Spot dims out./ 

TISH: What is it? 
BEAR: (Breathing heavily./ He is near. He is coming. 
TISH: Who? 

BEAR: He is almost here. Hide. I must hide. He must not find me. 
/Mime points to tree.] 

Yes. the tree. HWTy! 

{Mime helps Bear to tree.] 

TISH: Who? Who is coming? 

BEAR: The box. Cover the box. 

47 

4-8 
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41 (A) Bear--an audience What does it mean to you that someone 
has never seen a Dancing Bear before. If Tish has never 
seen one before, how does she imagine bear? 

42 (A) Mime--why does this make you jump with joy? 

(*) Mime and Tish--s on trunk SL 

43 Displays Bear's vanity What are Mime's duties? 

(*) Dancing Bear--X to center 

44 Where does the Announcer's voice come from? French Scene 4a and 
Bear's re-entrance 4b (S) Spanish music 

45 How Bear presents himself is very important. Where does Tish 
get this from? Is Grandfather like this? 

46 Scene 4 The Close Call must be a dynamic change here 

(*) Dancing Bear--quickly X SR and then SL 

47 Note the stage directions have Mime stopping the music and Mime 
dimming the lights. She is in control 

48 Who is coming ·near? How can we create the expectation of the 
audience? (A) Bear--What does this mean to you? 

(*) Dancing Bear--go to tree SR 
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49 The state of many bears Is this why we use a bear as the main 
character in the fantasy? What is the connection between 
Arkansas and bears? What about Bears? 

50 (A) Mime--What do you know? How important is it to you? 

51 (A) Bear--Why don't you tell her? What is important now? 

(*) Bear--X to trunk and then X to SR 

52 Why does it matter to Tish? What does she think she will find 
out? What information does she know about the bear at this time? 

53 Where does this superstition come from? Why does death come 
if you say his name outloud? (A) Bear--are you superstitious? 

(*) Tish--s on large platform DSL 

54 Old hat and new feather old-new another circle The subject is 
once again changed. 
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TISHylff1P1f1>J~f }S/pj )0'/<¥1· 
BEAR: (Pleased/ 'f'o.£ All 
TISH: ~/llrJ /Jl~~iJii 
BEAR: (Flattered/ /fJi'P1J. /rfa/Yo/1}~/i/frj #/rfi]!'fl)t;.£r'~y{}Vhat is your 
name? 

TISH: Tish. 

BEAR: Tish-sh-sh! T)i,t}iy'l)l>)I f 1#~Y~ ;/. f')<~tfe/'fi/s'f-lo/sft/tf. 
TISH: It's short for Leticia. It was my Grandmother·s name. 5 5 
BEAR: Leticia. Ah, that is a name with beauty. 
TISH: Grandpa calls me .. Little Leticia." 

BEAR: I shall call you ... 

(Rolling the "R '7 
Princess Leticia. 

TISH: Princess? 

56 

BEAR: All my friends are important people. Kings and Queens ... C<.>::-:"'?and 
performances for Ambassadors and Presidents . . . 57 

(To Mime/ 

The velvet box. please. 

{illime takes from a pocket a small box/ 

I will show you my medals. my honors. 

TISH: My Grandpa won a medal. 

BEAR: Ah? 

TISH: He was the best turkey caller in Arkansas. 

BEAR: Turkey caller? 

TISH: He won first prize! 

58 

BEAR: [To Mime/ Pin them on me so she can see. And so that I can :-emember 
... once again ... all my glories. 5 9 

(Royal music begins and continues during the scene. Jlime puts ribbons 
and jeweled medals on Bear as Voice announces each decoration. Tu:o are 
pinned on. One is on a ribbon which is fa.stened around Bear's neck./ 

60 
ANNOU:-lCER'S VOICE: The Queen·s highest honor. the Royal :Medallion. 

BEAR: I danced in the Great Hall. It was the Queen's birthday party. 

ANNOli:"iCER'S VOICE: The Diamond Crescent of the East. 
BEAR: Fifteen encores. Fifteen encores and they still applauded. 
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55 Exposition Leticia is her grandmother's name, we find out what 
Grandfather calls her 

56 Because Grandfather has a special name for her Bear must as 
well 

57 Scene 5 The Awards We see exposition of the Bear's life 

58 Back to the subject of Grandfather, the connections are 
constantly hinted at between Grandfather and Bear 

(*) Tish--s on large platfonn 
Bear--5 on slanted platform 
Mime--SL of Bear at ground level 

59 (A) Bear--Why do you want to recall your glories? What 
does this do for you? (S) Royal music 

60 French Scene 5 Tish not directly involved, used to give 
background information on the honors of the bear 
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/He disappears behind the tree .. \.fime sits on traveling box. Bear's head 
appears./ 

Talk. 

f.Vime mime-talks with hands a.nd face./ 

Louder! 

{Bear's head disappears. Mime motions for Tish to talk./ 

TISH: Talk? What about? 

BEAR: {Head appears/ Arkansas. 

{Head disappears/ 

TISH: {Recites nervously) Arkansas has mineral springs, natural eaves, and 
... and ... diamond mines. 

{Looks off R and whispers frightened) 

I don"t hear anyone. I don't see anyone. 

/Mime moti0113 for her to talk.) 

Arkansu was first known as the state of many bears. 

/Looks and whispers mysterio1U1ly) 

There isn't anyone. !'lothing. Just quiet. nothing. Who is he running away from? 
[Mime motions "Sh. .. then rum L to Rand woks, :hen motions for Bear to 
come out./ 

BEAR: {Comes from behind tree/ He didn't find me. I escaped ... this time. 
[Pleased. but short oj breath) 

My traveling hat. We must go on. 

fMime takes Spanish hat and gives Bear traveling hat./ 

TISH: Where? Where wlll you go? 

BEAR: {Looks off R. afraid/ I must keep ahead of him. 
TISH: Ahead of who? Who! 
BEAR: {Cautiously) Never speak his name aloud. 

[Looks around} 
He may be listening, and come at once. 

[Mime iTives him hat/ 
Oh. my poor hat. You and I have traveled toJether for many a mile and many a 
year. WJ j<l/'ft1'!o/¥'111?'r/61-f '/Jf'tli'/t>irf -!,a/'/. 

{Puts hat on/ 

TISH: Grandpa has an old hat. 

BEAR: Perhaps. i! it had a new feather. J.,SY !/ Y,rf.rf'./ /.#~~"/.Jr/ 

50 

51 

52 

53 

54 
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ANNOUNCER'S VOICE: The Royal Ribbon of Honor for Distinguished 
Service. 

BEAR: It was during the war. I danced for the soldiers. 

ANNOUNCER'S VOICE: And today, a new decoration. Her Royal Highness. 61 
Princess Leticia presents, in honor of her Grandfather, the highest award in the 
State of Arkansas - the Turkey Feather. 

/Mime takes a bright feather from a pocket and .gives to it Tish. Bear 
parades to her, with a few dance steps, and she puts the jeather in his hat. 
Royal mu.tic stops./ 62 

BEAR: Thank you. A party! We will celebrate my new honor! 

/To Mime/ 
Food and festivities! Honey bread! 

/Mime nods/ 

Thick with honey spread! 

/Mime nods twice, then makes magic motions toward Bear. Suddenly,..., 
Mime turns and points to Letici<L She puts out her hand which. magically, o4 
lto/.ds a honey bun./ 

TISH: /Delighted/ 0-<H>h! It looks delicious. 

BEAR:/Mime turns and points to Bear who puts out his hand which. also 
magically, ho/.ds a colorjul honey bun./ 

A-a-ah! It IS delicious. 

[Bear puts finger in it. then licks jinger. Mime raises his hand./ 

Yes, give us a toast. 

/Bear and Tish hold honey buns up. J.fime pantomimes "A toast ... " holds up his 
hand; "to the winner . .. ··clasps his hands and shakes them high in the air: "oj 
the turkey feather, "walks like a turkey. bobbing his head. then .\-lime pulls out 
cm imaginary feather from his hip./ 65 
Thank you. 
TISH: What did he say? 
BEAR: You didn't listen. 

TISH: How can I hear when he doesn't speak? 
BEAR: You listen with your eyes, and then YOU say the words. Listen. He will 
repeat the toast. 
TISH: /.\-lime pantomines. the toast again. She watches and specks aloud./" A 
toast ... to the winner ... of the turkey feather!" 

BEAR: Thank you. Now entertainment! 

/To Mime/ 

You tell us a story. 

66 
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61 French Scene 6 Tish's objective to discover who the bear 
is running away from The Party 

62 Celebrating a new honor 

63 Why does the following information come out in story form? 
Related to bed time stories? 

t*) Mime, Tish, Bear--s on large platform in triangle in this 
order from SR to SL 

64 Magic of the Mime important 

(~) Mime--s to give toast 

65 Flexibility of the Mime is shown here, also interesting format 
in which to toast Grandfather/Bear with the turkey feather 

66 Bear takes control, why? What is on his mind? (A) Bear--what 
do you need here? 
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/To Tish/ 
You listen and say the words. 

TISH: Me? 

BEAR: And I will eat! 

/Wiggles with excitement and sits on box./ 

67 

68 

TISH: {Mime pantomimes a story which Tish. watching him. repeats in words./ 
"Once there was ... a princess ... a beautiful princess! .. 

BEAR: Named 

{Sings it/ 

Leticia. 

/Takes a bite/ 

TISH: "One day ... in the woods ... she met ... 

{Doubtful/ 

... a cat?" 

{Mime shakes his head. ;\-limes again./ 

A ... goosey·gander? 

[Mime shakes his head. Mimes again./ 

TISH: A ... bear! 

BEAR: The World's Greatest Dancing Bear! 

69 

[Seated. he makes his own vocal m1.1.Sic and dances with his feet./ 
TISH: "Under a spreading tree ... they had a party ... with honey bread, thick 
with honey spread." 
BEAR: {Licks his five fingers, one on each word./ Yum ... yum ... TO ... the ... 
last ... crumb. 

[Licks his hand and picks and eats crumbs from his lap./ 
TISH: "~ow honey bread, thick with honey spread ... made the bear ,..,.0 very 
... sleepy. He yawned." I 

[Bear foll-Ows action of the story and goes to slup./ 

" ... gave a little sigh ... and took a little nap." 

[Bear snores/ 
He's asleep. Who ... who is he running away from? 

f.lfime goes to sleeping Bear, puts his finger to his lips then mimes./ 

''The World's Greatest Dancing Bear ... is old and tired ... and his heart ... is 
tired." 

[Herself} 
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67 Isn't there an irony here? Tish's character she has made up 
takes over and asks her to say the worc!s. Isn't she saying 
the words all along? 

68 Bear is fond of eating 

69 Again the fun of the characters, the humor to be found within 
a potentially sad scene 

70 Tish takes over and controls the actions of the Bear 

(*) 5ear--fall asleep SL of tree 
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Like Grandpa. 
[Speaking for Mime] 

"He is running away from .. :· Who? "Someone is coming to take him away ... 
forever." Does that mean if he's caught, he will die? "71 

[Mime nods/ 

TISH: Is he running away ... from death? 

[Mime nods/ 

Ohl ru help him. Yes, I'll help him. 

[Faint music of a calliope is heard. Bear stirs/ 7 2 
He's waking up. 

BEAR: [Si-Owly wakes u.p/ Music ... the calliope ... circus music ... of the Great 
Center ring! 7 3 

[Rises/ 

The Ringmaster is coming! 

TISH: [To Mime/ Death? 
{i\fime nods/ 

BEAR: He is near. I hear the music. 

TISH: I don't hear it. 
· [To .'A,fime/ 

Do you? 

[Mime shakes ii.is head/ 
r.;4 BEAR: Only I can hear him. Only I can see him. He is coming for me. Quick! We 

must go. 

TISH: Yes, I'll help you. 
BEAR: This way. Hurry! 

[Mime carries box. Led by Bear they start L, but stop when the mu.sic 
becomes louder./ 7 5 

~ol ~o! The music is here. Quick! Turn! Run the other way. 
{They MUh to R and are stopped by mu.sic becoming louder./ 

No! The music is coming from here. It is all around us! Here! There! Look! 76 
[He points off RJ 

TISH: What? 
BEAR: The Great Ringmaster. He is there! He is coming ... ior me! 

[Ringmaster enters slowly from R. He wears an ornate ringmaster's 
jacket, boots and a tall hat. He has a fnendly face. a pleasant voice, but 
walks and speaks with authonty. He stops. Jiu.sic stops./ 

77 
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(*) Mime--move OS and bring Tish with you 

71 What leads Tish to this connection? Has she known all along? 

72 {S) Calliope music Tish's objective changes to help the bear 

73 Scene 7 The Beckoning circus music and the great center ring 
part of the circus motif 

(*) Bear--run down slanted platfonn 
Mime--X to trunk and then move trunk SR 
Tish--X to top of slanted platform 

74 Why is this? Another philosophy on death? 

75 The music is everywhere, all around us 

76 All around us, more patterns of circles 

77 Important description of the Ringmaster 

(*) Ringmaster--enter SL 
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Quick! Hide me! Hide me! 

(Bear runs to L. Tish and Mime follow. He quickly hides behind them 
when they stop. Bear peeks over Tish's shoulder./ 

Tell him to go away. 

TISH: I can't see him. Where is he? 

BEAR: There. 

[Hides/ 

TISH: (Bravely speaks. facing front talking into space./ Excuse me ... sir. This 
is my secret place ... by the big tree. You must leave at once. Go away. Now. 

(Whispers to Bear} 

Did he go? 

BEAR: [Peeks/ ~o. 

(Hides/ 

78 

RINGMASTER: {Distinctly and with authority/ I have come for the Dancing 
Bear. I have come to take him t-0 the Great Center Ring. 79 
BEAR: Tell him he has made a mistake. 

TISH: Excuse me ... sir. You have made a mistake. 

RINGMASTER:/Opem book/ No. It is written plainly in the book. The date is 
today. The name is ... the Dancing Bear. 80 
BEAR: [Who was hidden by Jfime at the side. now steps into view, wearing 
boring gloves and a sport cap./ You HA VE made a mistake. I am a BOXING 
bear. 

[Mime blows a whistle and continues to blow it. as Bear shadow boxes, 
comically. with a few dance steps and kicks thrown in. He ends in a heroic 
pose./ 81 

Goodbye. 

RINGMASTER: A boxing bear? 

f Looks in book/ 

There has never been a mistake. 82 
TISH: (Whispers} Have you tricked him? Outwitted him? 
BEAR: (Nods, then calls loudly/ Yes. Training time. On your mark; get set; 
ready - talleyho! 

{Starts jogging off Rf 
RINGMASTER: [Reads/ The book says: His father, ~orn in Russia. a d3_!1cing 
bear. 8? 
BEAR: {Stops. indignant/ Correct that. He was Russia's most honored dancing 

bear. 
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78 (A) Tish--What gives you this power and strength to chase away 
something you cannot see or understand? 

(*) Ringmaster--X slowly slanted platform to the center of 
the large platfonn 

79 The Great Center Ring again French Scene 7 Tish's objective: 
to discover what the Ringmaster wants, to continue to help the 
bear 

80 It is written plainly another philosophy about death 

(*) 8ear--X to Ringmaster 

81 The humor in the crisis scenes is important 

82 ihere has never been a mistake, a comforting idea but yet another 
philosophical statement on death 

(*) Bear--X to SL 

83 Background on the Dancing Bear, the idea of passing down from 
generation to generation begins here 
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RI::'.llGMASTER: His mother, born in Spain, also a dancing bear. 

BEAR: She was the prima ballerina bear of all Spain! 
RINGMASTER: He. only son - -

BEAR: Is the World's Greatest Dancing Bear! 

RINGMASTER: Then you are the one I have come for! 

BEAR: Yes! 

RINGMASTER: Then we will have no more tricks or games. 

{Bear realizes he ha.s revealed himself/ 

Come. Take my hand. 

84-

{Bear always reacts with fear to the Ringmaster's white gwved hand./ 8 5 
I will show you the way to the Great Center Ring. 

BEAR: No! Nol 
TISH: What is he saying'! 

BEAR: He is going to take me away. 

RL'lGMASTER: Come. You must. And it is easier if you go quietly. 

BEAR: Nol I will not go with you. I will fight! 
{Ho/,ds up boxing gloves/ 

TISH: Fight himl I'll help youl 

BEAR:tilallri/git!Mi.Mlilelu'a/dei'11/,llti~fof,No£i/a-l.Mfr.Jrlals. 
I will fight to the end. 

RINGMASTER: This, my friend. is the end. 86 
BEAR: .No! Nol iaf.Jot~. Not yet! ~ti./Mf! I have new dances to do. 
RINGMASTER: Today you will take you last bow. 

BEAR: No! ~o. 
{Savagely/ 

lf.y{1~f.y{j~ftV~V.!~~~1'JB~Jfaft0¢Y.~P'Ytlfiy'e/ 
{Vioumtly throws boxing gwvu away./ 

ywf~/!;t.6,li/./ 

RINGMASTER: Everyone shouts when he is frightened of the dark. 
BEAR: I WILL NOT DIE! 

RINGMASTER: You have no choice. 

BEAR: But ... why? Why me? :ME! 

RINGMASTER: You are like all the others. Everyone thinks HE .will live 87 
forever. Come. 
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84 more background on Bear 

(*) Bear--move towards Ringmaster 

85 Again the Center Ring What kind of place is this? Is it 
good or bad or undefined? 

(*) Ringmaster--down slanted platform to SL 

86 Here we place importance on the end. Cliche statements made 
about the last moments 

87 Another idea towards the subject of death? Why? ~hich one 
are we to follow? 
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BEAR: :-Joi What did I do wrong? What can I do now? To stop it! 

RINGMASTER: Death comes to all. It has never been IF you will die. The only 
question has been WHEN you will die. Now you know. 88 
BEAR: {Runs/ I will run. I will hide. 

RINGMASTER: {With authority/ You cannot escape from death. 

BEAR: [Bargaining desperately/ More time. Give me more time. I have so 
much to do. 

RINGMASTER: [Slightly annoyed/ There is always that which is left undone. 
BEAR: I don't know how ... to die. I need to rehearse. 90 
RINGMASTER: No one has to rehearse. It is very simple ... very easy. 

[Holds out hand/ 

Come. It is growing late. 
BEAR: Nol 

[Desperate for any excuse/ 

I must write my memories! Tell the world the glories of my life. ~y'}tf! . .. 
{Pause. Ti.sh and Mime ru.sh to him as he falters, pl.ace box and help him 
sit./ 

:J. fs/airioJv' °"Ir/ A'tY ./ti.ii .tls/i./l /N' £1./ ~/afs..(i{.,{ "a'(~,{/s/. No. There 
must be more to life. Give me /i.,ft/. Time to find the answer. 91 
TISH: [Kneeling by him. plead& into space./ Please ... let him live. 

RINGMASTER: Your life is over. Today is the day. 

BEAR: But my day is not over. 

{To Tish/ 
The day is not ended, is it? 

TISH: Give him to the END of the day! 
BEAR: Yes! To the end. Oh, you are a very smart little girl! 
RINGMASTER: Well ... 

[Loo~ in his book/ 
TISH: What did he say? 

BEAR: He's looking. in his book. 

92 

95 

RINGMASTER: The day you are to die is written plainly. But not thf'· r'lur. 
9i!. BEAR: Then give me the full day. · 

TISH: Please. 

RINGMASTER: [Pause/ I will give you until midnight. lJntil the last hour of 
your last day. 95 
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88 Another cliche on death 

(*) Bear--move to Ringmaster 

89 Another profound statement of death 

90 And yet another, the Ringmaster has very 1itt1e to say other 
than cliche statements on death 

91 Scene 8 The Bargaining (A) Bear--What do you want here? 

92 Who really thinks of the idea that the day is not over? Why 
create suspense at this point? What needs to be discovered? 

93 How does this moment effect the relationship between Tish and 
the Dancing Bear? 

94 Another statement about Death 

95 Why does the Ringmaster decide to give them until the end of 
the day? Has this never come up before? Are you following the 
rules of the game? 

(*) Ringmaster--X SL 
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BEAR: YES! 
TISH: Can you live? 

BEAR: YES! ,0JJ./~ /¥ }?Ojyys fr!fv/Jf'f}#Y ,WP 
/To Mime/ 

Give me my brightest, my happiest hat! 

/To Ringmaster. who has gone/ 

Oh. thank you ... thank you ... He is gone ... for a while: 

/To Tish/ 

96 

~tt~to~r In~a'~tir err.~~ ~tmvJ~ to~?JtWct<~1~~1c1 
;ti,tfr//. /Y¢tfoitl>t/Ji jc(~f. 97 

[Mimes waves clawn hat in f"f'"ont of Bear/ 

Oh. yes! I will be the clown! 

[Puts hat on. To Tish/ 

Come. Dance with me! M<l I./ 1¢,hi\(e;f.)(~/<J\dj(i/ lae'lcv'aii /a£:/cv'wf.h 
joj'j 
TISH: Grandpa taught me how to whistle and how to dance a jig. 

[Quickly she whistles "O Susannalt. .. and does a little jig, laoking at her 
feet./ 

BEAR: No. no, no. To dance is a great honor. Hold your head high. 

/He follows his OW11 instructions/ 

And first you smile to the right ... then you smile to the left ... and you bow to 
the center ... and then ... begin. 

/Mime moti011s. A spotlight comes on Bear. Jfusic is heard. Bear does a 
short. charming soft·shoe dance. Spotlight and music dim out. Tish ap-
pl.auds. Bear sits on box which .'rfime pl.aces jor him. Bear is happy, but 
breathless./ 

TISH: Oh, how wonderful! 

98 

99 

BEAR: Thank you. Your Grandfather taught 
TISH: 1 #f W~?' ¢.irf !1i;8i{<U)_;tl~~;iry'Qt)}f AO ,J. ,rt,t~,,fi,i. 
BEAR:Bl//efJ/g.£//o<{'? 

you to do a 
jig? 

TISH: Yes. 
BEAR: And he taught you how to whistle? 

TISH: Yes. 

BEAR: /Rises/ If I could teach my dances to someone ... if someone could carry 
on thl'.Lf~9fe oJ ;ny Ja;n_il7 1 i':/'\llAYA~t,s/ 1 .,,t~rl} will be :to one to ~ear my 
hats.JrMey ~.W.i1Y!lelp(.lv:al.lM,..-:ritd -f.otgoitirl Tell me, a.re you hke your 
Grandfather? 

100 
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96 French Scene 8 Tish's objective: To exchange talents with 
the bear and to later find out what he means by the riddle of 
life 

97 Cut lots of sweetness and soap opera type view of life 

(*) Mime--X to trunk 
Tish--go to Bear SL 

t*) Bear--dance up slanted platoform 

98 Explanation of how simple the dances are, perhaps because they 
originate from Tish's imagination 

99 Mime is in control of the music at this point as well 

(*) Bear--X to Tish 

100 Things begin to come together for the bear, at what point now 
does Tish understand? 
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TISH: Daddy says I'm a chip off the old block. 

BEAR: yj,/ J~AAJrJ. ,6vb{n{./Afu{ ,f/i/-¥ill f:J.,f /oli i<>f ,hi6/J fik. 
[Excited] 

Yes! Yes, that is the answer to the riddle. 
TISH: What riddle? 101 
~i T¥ )"iddle of life. I must leave my dances! W:/'f'ij( ti:v'~rf,6r'ri4Y't)(:i 
Aif11Me1 6rr! But who? Where! How! 
TISH: Make a wish! 102 
BEAR: A wish? 

TISH: On the first star you see. And it will come true. It will. It will! 

BEAR: [Wanting to believe] You are sure it will? 

{Tish nods. To Mime} 

Do you believe it will? 

[Mime nods} 

I could try. 
TISH: Quick! 

103 

BEAR: Of course I don't believe in superstitions. But I did get up on the right 
side of the be<i. 1 04 

[Mime nods} 

I did find a four leaf clover. 

[Mime nods} 

And I haven't sneezed once. 

[Mime sh4ices his head/ 

Yes, luck is with me today! So ... let me knock on wood - three times - and I 
will do it! '105 

[Mime takes off hat. Bear knoks 011 Mime's head three times. with sound 
effects./ 

What do I say? 

TISH: Point to the first star you see. 

BEAR: {Looks about, then points.] There! I see a bright twinkling one. 
TISH: Say. ''Star light. star bright ... " 

BEAR: [To Mime} The rabbit's foot! This wish must come true. 

/Looks u.pj 
·•star light. star bright." 

106 
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(*) Bear--X to center 

101 Tish's objective changes: to help the bear make his wish 
come true 

102 Scene 10 The Wish 

103 Why must you believe? What kind of morals is the play trying 
to sell us here? 

(*) Tish, Bear, Mime--SL 

104 Traditional Bear, but do you believe in superstitions? Why 
is it important for the Bear to believe? 

(*) Mime--s on slanted platform 
Bear--X to Mime 

105 Humor again 

106 Here Tish is in control and is asked to demonstrate what she 
knows to be so, such as wishing on stars 

(*) Mime, Tish, Bear--in that order s SL 



TISH: "First star I see tonight." 

BEAR: "First star I see tonight." 

65 

[Talces rabbit's foot from Mime and rubs it vigorou..sly/ 

Oh, bring me luck. Make my wish come true. 
TISH: "I wish I may, I wish I might ..... 

BEAR: "I wish I may, I wish I might" Oh. it won't work. It's nothing but a 
nursery rhyme. 

TISH: "Have the wish I wish tonight." Say it. Say it! 

BEAR: "Have the wish I wish tonight." 

[Pau..se/ 

Nothing. :-Jothing. I told you so. 

TISH: Look. Look! It's beginning to happen. 

107 

108 

109 

STAR BRIGHT: [Star music and lights begin a.s Star Bright enters on swing. 
He is joyously happy./ Tonight I'm blinking. T?~i~ht I'm winking. Wishes are 
flying past. Wishes are coming quick and fast0;tir't;Vjf\)tµ1i;g)Syiil}t' ,il)dA!W?' 

N¢#- 110 
[Laughs/ 

Your wish. please. 

BEAR: [Lost in happy memories/ Look. It is like the circus. The trapeze high in 
a tent of blue ... the music of the band . . . 111 

[Mime motions. Sojt band mu..sic of the circus is heard. Colorjul lights play 
on the backdrop./ 112 

the acrobats: the jugglers tossing, catching bouncing balls ... 
[Mime pantomime1 juggling/ 

riii d~itil~Jai'efv'ol lof,icJi II. th'Ai~i lrV'tiiltiNiile ... 
fTish holds up an imaginary umbrella and walks on an imaginary tight 
rope/ 

m~,ti,si/ol l,i£J/liuf/na'iel. I .66/u(li,~J~(.j~1<.,6.n'~I ¢iil1!Nei :thl 
. ~M~,;p)A~µiif;.,~J>Jr'.Jlfl#J~Yif.;T)frVS17fJ>1i;cz~,Ctje! 
, eep,1tl. tel~IM!d :ttlclrevel. 

[Holds out his arms to embrace it all/ 
STAR BRIGHT:[Claps his hands .• Music and circus scene stop./Your "'ish. Your. 
wish. Repeat. please. 

BEAR: [Confesed. he is led by .\.lime to Star/ I wish to leave a footprint. 

STAR BRIGHT: [Puzzled/ Repeat. pleue. 113 
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107 French Scene 9 Tish's objective; to help the bear get his 
wish, is it not really her wish as well? 

108 Again stressing the importance of belief 

109 (S) Star music, circus music and the elements of the circus 
begin to fly in (LJ change, spot on Star Bright Jugglers 
on eye. trying to create fragments from the environment of 
the circus 

110 First time all of the characters, except for the Ringmaster and 
Little Bear are on stage together. Star Bright is again the 
first star out. What does that say? Has she never left? 

llOa Here are the elements of the circus motif 

111 Mime once again is in control of the magic as it occurs 
Why does this happen? To please Bear? 

112 Lights on eye and hidden lights occur here to show the magic. 
At this point all the elements which contribute to the circus 
atmosphere should be visible 

113 Why do we repeat? to stress the point of leaving a part of 
you behind? To stress the answer to Tish? 
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TISH: The answer to the riddle. 

BEAR: {Intently/ I wish to leave with someone my dances so that I ... so that 
they ... will be remembered. 114-

w //~~} lil<lal)~t}~~'~IJ?l~~1r1.7ofll~~~>17.taif 
i.r£ufi.D#~Y· Of your wish. half I can do. The other hail is left for you. But quick! 
You' must start. Because all wishes on a star must be done before the star is 
over shadowed by the sun. 11 5 

/He cillps his hands. Jfagic music and lights begi11..j 

One, two: 
Sunset red: 
Midnight blue: 
The wish you wish 
I give to you. 116 

{Magic lights and muic end as Star Bright exits u.p and ou.t oj sight. From 
off L, Little Bear ~ heard singing. AU look to L. Little Bear enters 
finishing his song to the tu.ne of "Turkey in the Straw." He i.s a small cub, 
wearing country overalls and a little turned·u.p straw hat. Over his 
shoulder he carries a small jishing pole./ 

LITTLE BEAR: {Sings/ 

Turkey in the straw, haw, haw, haw; 
Turkey in the hay, hay, hay, hay: 
Bait the hook, give the line a swish; 
Jumpin' jiggers. I caught a fish. 

TISH: A little bear. 

117 

BEAR: [Little Bear does a few dance steps oj foy, and continues walkin9o and 
singing/ A little dancing bear. 

{To Mime/ 

M"t him. Greet him. Make him welcome. 

{To Tish/ 

Quick. the handmi.rror. 
{Ti.sh holds mirror which Jfime gives her and Bear preem. i'rfime hurries 
to Little Bear and pantomimes a big and friendly greeting. Little Bear, as 
if it were a game, happily imitates every movement of the Mime. It ends 
with both shaking hands. Then Little Bear gives afn.endly goodbye wave 
and starts ojf R. singing./ 118 

Stop him! 

[Mime ru.shes in front of Little Bear and turns him around./ 

I am ready to be presented. 

{Mime, with a jWurish. presents Bear./ 

How do you do. 
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114 Again repeating the Bear's answer to coping with his death 

115 Time limit placed on the action 

116 French Scene 10 The Hope Tish's objective: to prepare the 
Bear for the Little Bear (L) and (S) Star music and 
"Turkey in the Straw" needs to be a light change to direct 
focus to Little Bear's entrance 

(*) Little Bear--enter SL to Center 

117 Little Bear--Where have you come from? Why do you come across 
this spot? Why are you singing that song? Is there a 
connection between turkey and turkey feather? 

(*) Mime--stop Little Bear SL 

118 What happens here between the characters and the Little Bear? 
What are the relationships at this point? 
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LITI'LE BEAR: Howdy-do to you. 119 
BEAR: You have come from my WISHING on a star. 

LITTLE BEAR: Huh uh. rve come from my FISHING in the river. 

~JJ2~l/ J:l7. one, I am going to give you the treasure of my life-)3/~~ 120 

LITI'LE BEAR: I could use a new fishing pole. 

BEAR: I am going to teach you all my dances. You will wear all my hats. Oh·hol 
I have never felt so alive in my life! 

{He gives a joyous whoop C11ld jumps and clicks his heels. Little Bear is be-
wildered. Bear, with the eyes of a dancing master, woks Little Bear over./ 

Yes, you have a good build. Good stance. Relaxed torso. 121 
{Taps Little Bear's waist. Little Bear wiggles and giggles from the 
tickling./ 

Legs sturdy. Up! Leg up. Up! 

{LittUI Bear cautiously lift• Ulg.J 

Cpl Up! 

{Bears raises LittUI Bear's leg high./ 

LITTLE BEAR: Whoa! 

BEAR: Point. Point! 

LITTLE BEAR: {Points with Jingo/ Point where? 

BEAR:[Holding Little Bear's foot high/ Point your foot. Ah. feet too stiff ... too 
stiff. 

{Lets leg down. Little Bear dands in profile, stomach puahed out./ 

Stomach flat! 

{Taps stomach. Little Bear pulls stomach in, but puahes hips out./ . 
Rear push in! 

{Smacks Little Bear on the bottom. Little Bear pulls hips in. and tuT?tS 
facing aud~nce./ 

Stretch ... up ... up! 
{Pulls Little Bear up who trie.s to stretch. Hi.s face is tense./ 

Relax. 
f Pau Little Bear on forehead. Little Bear slowly sinks to the gr_ound. 
Bear lifts him up.] 

Smile. 

{Little Bear force.s a tortured mule./ 

122 
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119 (A) Little Bear--What does your first line tell you about 
the nature of the character? 

120 Passing down theme once again 

(*) Bear and Little Bear--center stage 

121 (A) Little Bear--What do you think about what the Bear is 
saying about you? How do you react to strangers? 

(A) Bear--What are your first impressions of the Little Bear? 
What does he mean to you? 

(*) Tish and Mime--bring ES in. Little Bear's center, 
Bear's SR, Tish's SL. 

122 Humor in this scene can be played 
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Walk! Walk! 

{Little Bear starts walking stiffly./ 

TISH: Will he be a good dancer? 

BEAR: He will be magnificient! 

[Puts arm out and stops Little Bear's escape./ 

He will be - ME! My rehearsal hat. ~ty father's Russian dancing hat! 

[He dances a few steps of a Russian dance. and shouts a few Russian 
words./ 123 

To the dressing room. 

[He continues the dance steps and shouting as he exits at R. ,lfime, with 
traveling bo:r folwws him. imitating the dance steps./ 

LITTLE BEAR: Who ... who is he? 

TISH: He is the greatest dancing bear in the world. 

LITTLE BEAR: Oh! 

TISH: And ... he0s going to die. 

LITTLE BEAR: Oh. 

TISH: My Grandpa is going to die and I don•t know what to do. 

LITTLE BEAR: Up in the hills, rve seen a lot of them die. 

TISH: You have? 

124-

125 

LITTLE BEAR: Old ones, little ones. and big ones, too. And there ain't nothing 
you can do about it. 'Cause as sure as you're born. you're as sure of dving. 
TISH: It's sad. 126 
LITTLE BEAR: Course it's sad. 

TISH: It's frightening. 

LITTLE BEAR:[Thinking it out/No. It ain't dyin' that you·re afraid of. It's the 
not knowin· what comes AF1ER you die. That's what scares you. 127 
TISH: {Tearful/ I'll never see Grandpa again. 

LITTLE BEAR: [With gentle understanding/ You go on. You have yourself a 
good cry. It'll help you to give him up. And you got to. 

[With emphasis/ 

You got to let him go. 

TISH: No. 

LITTLE BEAR: You have to! 'Cause he gone ... forever. 

125 

TISH: You don't knew what it's like to have your Grandpa die. 129 
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t*) Bear and Hime--X SR 

123 French Scene 11 Tish's objective: to convince Little Bear 
to help Bear, simple dances 

124 (A) Tish--When do you become convinced of this? Why do you 
suppose you need to encourage here? 

(*) Tish, Little Bear--s on ES 

125 The connection is made again between the Bear and Grandfather, 
first time Tish states her problem out loud 

126 Little Bear uses simple direct language, sums up the situation 
and explains 

127 Has experienced the same.thing Tish is going through 
this is what they have in common 

128 The answer to coping, an answer to coping simply stated 

(*) Tish--X center stage 

129 (A) Tish--What makes you react in this \'Jay? What is still 
preventing you from understanding? 
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t1l}Jj2~»Jfi~/· My Grandpa dit!d iast winter. And my Papa ... V~1 

TISH: {Shocked]/s(il<J your Papa! Oh. what did you do? 
LITTLE BEAR: First, I cried. Yes. I cried, and then I started hatin' and I 
kicked and I clawed 'cause I felt all alone. 

TISH: {Nods/ All by yourself. 130 
LITTLE BEAR: Then my Mama said. "You have to go on living, so ... do your 
best. Give yourself to the livin'. 'Cause that's the best way to say goodbye to _ 
your Pa." So I made my peace. 1.?1 
TISH: Your peace? 
LITTLE BEAR: Inside myself. 9h; ~t dqn't "Jean I understand about dyin'. I 
don't. But you do go on living. iv'e1M~..1./y/7~AiJ·.tL~la,I. So i£ you love your 
Grandpa like I loved my Papa ... 
TISH: Oh. I do. 
LITTLE BEAR: Then show him you do. 
TISH: How? 
LITTLE BEAR: Tell him goodbye ... by giving your most to the living. I'm 
wanting to do something ... something big ... just for Papa. 1 3 2 
BEAR: { Offl All is ready! 
TISH: Please. dance with him. He needs you. 
LITTLE BEAR: Well, I like to help folks. 
TISH: You said, "Give to the living." 
LITTLE BEAR: And I do like the dance! 
TISH: f Excited with a new idea/ This is the big thing you can do for your Papa. 
LITTLE BEAR: For Papa? 
TISH: {Points with her hand as she visualizes it/ Your name will be in lights. 
You will be the NEW World's Greatest Dancing Bear! 133 
BEAR: [Bear and Mime enter. Bear wearing his Riusian Cossack hat/ Let the 
flags fly! Let the band play! 134 

{To Little Bear/ 
We will start with a simple waltz. My mother's famous skating waltz. One, two, 
three: one. two, three ... 

{He dances, continuing during the nut speeches/ 

LITTLE BEAR: [Tries to do the step. then stops/ !llo. I'm just a country bear, 
with no schoolin'. 
TISH: You will be the famous ... "Arkansas Bear!" 

{Urges him on/ 

LITTLE BEAR: Arkan53s. I ain't right sure how to spell Arkansas. 

135 

136 
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130 An understanding of a common experience 

13t Making peace within yourself, not important what the answer 
is but that you make peace within yourself 

(*) Tish--s OS edge of round platform 
Little-Bear--X to Tish 

132 Why? What will doing something big in memory do for the 
Little Bear? What need does the Little Bear still have? 

(*) Bear and Mime--enter SR 

133 (L) and (S) changes need to occur here Is it here that 
Tish has a better understanding? 

134 French Scene 12 Tish's objective: to encourage Little Bear 

135 (S) Waltz music beginning to compress time by going directly 
into the dances 

136 Humor (A) Little Bear--do you really not know how to 
spell it? 
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{He moves in one spot to the beat of the music. wanting to dance, but 
afraid) 

TISH: Like it sounds. A - R - - K - A - N - -
LITTLE BEAR: {Shouts, eager to dance/ S - A - W! 137 

{With a burst oj energy he foll.ows Bear and.dances with joy, counting 
l-Oudly and happily.} 

One! Two! Three! One! Two! Three! I'm doing it! 
{The first chime of midnight is heard. l-Oud and distinct. The other chimes 
foll-Ow slowly. Mime runs to Bear. motions for him to listen./ 

TISH: What is it? 138 
BEAR: ~f}riJD/o/¥7' Jtyf}ri)Zo/t/"/71-
LITTLE BEAR: It's the end of the day. Midnight. 
BEAR: Nol No! Not yet! I have not taught you my dances. Stop the clock! 
TISH: Run! Hide! Before he comes back! 

BEAR: Where? 

LITTLE BEAR: In the caves! In the hills! 
TISH: Hurry! 

{Tish a11d Little Bear help Bear. Jfime carries box. All start toward back. 
Soft callwpe mu.sic is heard. Ringmaster enters R./ 

RINGMASTER: Twelve. 
{They stop} 

139 

Your day is ended. Your time is up. Come. I will take you to the Great Center 
Ring. 140 
BEAR: No. Nol 
TISH: Is he here? 
BEAR: Yes, he has come for me. 

{Comes down stage. Backs off towards L.j 

Stop him. 
RINGMASTER: There is no way to stop death. 
TISH: I know a way. 

{Grabs Mime a11d points up toward star/ 

You! Make a wish on the first star you see. Say, 

{Shouts} 

Star light, star bright. 
First star I see tonight ... 

141 

142 

143 
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137 Doesn't it sound that way, a play on words displays Little 
Bear's innocence 

138 Chime again to compress time 

(*) Tish, Little Bear, Bear--stand in that order SL on 
diagonal towards USR corner 
Mime--US R of center 
Ringmaster--enter SL 

139 (S) Calliope music French Scene 13 Tish's objective: 
to stop death Scene 12 Buying Time 

140 Great Center Ring mentioned again 

141 Starting to come down before the build to Star Bright 

142 Another statement on Death 

143 Why is it that the character Star Bright is called on again? 
Have three days passed? Is it the same night? Does everyone 
who wishes on the first star get their wish? 
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/Mime quickly points and looks up, rapidly miming the words of the 
rhyme/ 

ST AR BRIGHT: {OfJ1 Louder, please. 

RING:MASTER: Come. 

{Holds out his hand and slowly crosses toward Bear at far L/ 

TISH: [Mime pantomimes, repeating with larger gestures, while Tish says the 
words/ 
I wish I may, I wish I might, 
Have the wish I wish tonight. 

STAR BRIGHT: [Quickly descends into view/ Wish quickly chanted. Wish 
quickly granted. 

TISH: {Mime pantomimes her words/ Stop death! 

/With a sound effect of a roll on a cymba~ Star Bright points at Ringmas-
ter, who has adi•anced almost to Bear. Ringmaster stops in a walking 
positioTL/ · 

Make him go away! 

[A roll on a cymbal is heard. as Star Bright makes a circle with his hand. 
Ringmaster slowly tu.ms around./ 

144 

145 

LOCK HIM UP IN THE TREE! 

{Another roll on the cymbal/ 

STAR BRIGHT: w/.ri.f/.Ji/ Ir/fl! 

146 

/Ringmaster slowly walks to a tree./ 

Your home it will be ... for a time. 

{Ringmaster stops. Star Bright points to tree agaiTL There is a roll on a 
cymbal as the trunk slowly opens./ 

It is open wide ... to welcome you. Step inside. 

[Ringmaster faces tree and slowly steps inside the trP.e trunk. and tu.ms 
and faces audience./ 

Let it enfold and hold you ... r.lrla/tfr/ef 147 
[Waves his hand. There is a last roll on a cymbal The tree trunk slowly 
closes shut./ 

Locked, blocked. and enclosed! 

[He laughs/ 

BEAR: [To Tish/ You did it! You stopped death! 

148 

TISH: {She and Bear shout together, while .'.time jumps with joy and blows 
whistle./ We did it! 

BEAR: We did it! 
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(*) Star Bright--flown in SL 

144 What happens if the Ringmaster touches you? 

(*) Ringmaster--move slowly to SR using slanted platform 
Little Bear--EX slowly SL 

145 French Scene 14 Tish's objective: to trap death, to buy time 

(*) Ringmaster--be SL of tree 

146 Ringmaster must magically become entrapped within the tree 
(S) used to punctuate Star Bright's corrrnands 

147 The idea of being held rather than trapped 

148 French Scene 15 Tish's objective: to enjoy a triumph but 
remember the time limit 

(*) Bear and Mime--go to Tish SL 
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14-9 
STAR BRIGHT:[Claps hi.I hands/ Remember ... soon will come the morning 
sun, and then ... Remember that is when ... all wishes become ... undone. 

[Star mu.sic and light begin as he ascends out of sight, and then stop/ 

BEAR: [Their joy changes to concern./ It is true! Tune is short! Quick. I must 
teach the Httle one - 1 50 

[Loob about. L&ttU! Bear has, unnoticed. slipped away when Ringmaster 
appeared./ 

Where is he? 

TISH: Little Bear! 

{Pa1.Ue. Tlure is 1lO answflr.j 

BEAR: Little Bear, come back! 

TISH: [Slw and Mime run looking for him/ Little Bear? 
BEAR: He was frightened ... 

[Loou at tree/ 

of death. He is gone. And with him all my hopes are gone. 

[He slumps. wearily/ 

TISH: {Concerned. rruhes to him/ You must rest, like Gra"1dpa. 

BEAR: Your Grandfather has you. 

{Amu..sed] 

A chip off the old block, eh? 

[She nods] 

t l./~/,jrr(.J ia{,tilsl iMi~l. I ./ei~,(./ leiJi. 
TISH: Are you all right? 

BEAR: I am old, and weary and tired. And I am going to die. 

TISH: No. We stopped death. 

151 

152 

BEAR: But only for a brief time. ~rf,/ Jiiy' st/ ~A.iio'~z'~l:lrii.ii'utl lui 
}tv~r #I ~~,4!N-,;1...; //. 1961 //. fiW ;CJ6mJ.Y ?tiV. 
TISH: No. 

BEAR:~iV\f'ai 1<1fuiiw l<M'Vv/Qf..rieJ,,df:W~A=Ai.igfrfetfi,"1r ;.~ 
;{~ff¥?' r # 91,.1r 1t,.0~¥r. !Y'-Pe/r # r -,¥nttr 15; 

[Mime loou and listem off R. thrn rum to them and e:z:citedly mimes that 
LittU! Bear i6 coming.] 

What is it? 

[Mime pantomimes more] 

Who? Where? 
[Mime points to R. AU UJCltch as LittU! Bear enters] 
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149 Star Bright reminds them much like a mother's warning 

(*) Star Bright 

150 French Scene 16 Tish's objective: to help in any way to have 
Bear's dances passed down Scene 13 The Lesson 

151 Crisis What happens if Little Bear doesn't come back? 

152 Is this what triggers Tish's understanding? 

(*) Bear--s on ES center 
Tish--SR of Bear 
Mime--SL of Bear 

153 First time Bear admits he will die, change in mood 

(*) Little Bear--enter SL, through center to SL 
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You have come back. 
LITTLE BEAR: I left my fishing pole. 
BEAR: Have no fear. Death is locked in the tree. 

{Little Bear reacts with fright at tree/ 

TISH: You have come back to help. 
LITTLE BEAR: I come back to learn all your fancy dancin'. 

1 -~ ::;>. 

155 
TISH: {Runs to Little Bear and hugs him/ Oh. you are the best, the sweetest, 
the most wonderful little bear in the world! 

[Little Bear i.r embarrasiedj 

BEAR: Yes! Quick! We must begin the lesson. There is so little time and so 
much to learn. 1 56 

{Looks frightened off R. To Mime/ 

Stand watch. Yes, watch for the first rays of the sun! 

{Mime stands at R. afl%io11.8ly looki'flg.off. Tish sits on boz. Bearmotwns to 
Little Bear./ 

Come! Come! Attention! I will teach you all I know. 157 
{Takes positron/ 

First, you smile to the right. 
{Bear does the action with the words. Little Bear watches and tries to do 
the actwn.J . 

You smile to the left. You bow to the center. And then .•. begin ... to dance. We 
will start with my father's famous Russian dance. Master this and all else will 
be easy. 

{To Mime/ 

How many more minutes? 
{Mime holds up ten fingers/ 

Tenl Position.' Position! 
{Little Bear imitates him/ 

Listen to the beat ... the beat ... 
{Taps foot/ 

LITTL8 BEAR: Beat what? 
BEAR: Your feet! Your feet! The beat ... the beat ..• 

{Taps foot. Little Bear slowly and timidly taps beat/ 

Too slow. Too slow. 

158 

{Little Bear pivots in a circle, weight on one foot while tapping fast with 
the other foot./ 
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154 (A) Little Bear--Did you do this on purpose? Why do you 
really come back? 

155 Is this the only reason the Little Bear comes back? I don't 
think he's telling all. 

(*) Little Bear--move up slanted platform 
Tish--meet at top by s on large platform 

156 Now time must really be compressed and the action happe~quickly 

157 Who is teaching whom all they know? Is there another lesson 
here besides the dances? Nhat happens between the characters 
in the lesson scene? 

158 Master the idea of passing down and all will be easy for the 
Bear as well. What if Little Bear cannot dance? 
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Too fast. Too fast. 

[Littu Bear does it right/ 

Ah! Ah! Ah! Good! Good! 

LITTLE BEAR: I'm doing it right! 159 
BEAR: [Shows him next Russian step/ The first step. Hop. hop, hop. switch. 
hop. 

[Litt~ Bear tries. awkward at jirst, then better/ 

Hop, hop. hop. switch, hop. Yes. hop, hop. hop. switch. hop. Yes! Yes! 

[Shows him next step/ 

Deep knee, hop. 

[Litt~ Bear shakes his head/ 

Try. Try. 

[Littu Bear tries deep knee bend.s with a hop/ 

Deep knee. hop. Lower. Lower. 
[Littu Bear puts hand.son floor injront of him and does step. He smiles at 
the audience at the easiness of it./ 1 60 

No. no, no! No hands! 

[Lifts Littu Bear up. Little Bear continues to kick his jeet./ 

The next step. The finale. 

[Shows step/ 

Turn. two. up. two. Turn. two. up, two. 

LITTLE BEAR: Oh, my! 

BEAR: Turn. two, up. two. 

[Litt~ Bear tries/ 

Turn. two. up. two. Faster. Faster. 
LITTLE BEAR: [Falls/ I can't do it. I can't do it. 

BEAR: Y/4'1~/foJiftllJt)if jt· I must leave my dances with you. 
TISH: Try. please. Please, try. 161 

LITTLE BEAR: Well ... 

[Gets up/ 

BEAR: Again. Again. Ready. Turn. two, up. two. 

[Bear keeps repeating the count, and Lit tu Bear does the step better and 
better. until he is perfect - and happy./ 

He did it! He did it! 
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159 We need to feel a part of Little Bear's accomplishment 
belongs to us, a sense of working together 

(*) Tish, Little Bear, Bear--in that order to ES in 
triangle formation 

160 Very strict like a dance instructor, Humor of the Little 
Bear trying to cheat 

161 Why is it important? Encouragement Remember what if Little 
Bear doesn't learn the dances in time? What will happen? 
What does this mean to each character? 



TISH: He did it! 

LITTLE BEAR: I did it! 
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BEAR: {To Jlime/ How many minutes are left? 

{Mime holds up eight fingers/ 

Eight minutes. Time is running out. Quick. The polka. The dance of the people. 
Music! 

{Mime motioM .• W'usi.c is heard.. Bear dances a few steps. Little Bear 
quickly follows him and masters them. Music stops. Bear breathes 
heavily./ 1 62 

How many more minutes? 

{Mime holds '.LP seven fingers/ 

Only seven minutes left! Hurry. Mf famous la/e6/ei/. t a.'11.go 
{Mime motUm.s and mu.sic is heard. Bear does a few steps. Little Bear 
again quickly does them and they dance together. Music stops. Bear 
pants jor breath. Mime runs to him and holds up siz fingers./ 

Six minutes. And at the end take your bow. The first bow. 

/Bear bows, short oj breath/ 

The second bow. 

{Bear bows. pauses, then with trembling voice he speaks with emotion. 
knowing it is his last bow.] 

And the last and final bow. 

TISH: ~fore, more! Encore! Encore! 

{Bear slumps to the ;wor. She rushes to him..] 

He's fallen. 

{She and .\lime cradle Bear on either side/ 

Are you all right? 

BEAR: {Stirs, weakly/ How ... many more minutes ... do I have le!t? 
{Mime holds up five fingers/ 

My little one. you will do my dances, you will carry on for me? 
LITTLE BEAR: Yes. Yes. 
BEAR: Take my father's hat ... and it was HIS father·s hat ... 

LITTLE BEAR: .!"Io, you must wear it. 

BEAR: I will not need it where I am going. Wfe/t;1Joe,ftN J;Syl)6j. 
TISH: '!'lo. 

f Buri.es her head on his shoulder] 

163 

154-

165 
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162 Mime controls all the music (S) polka music and switch 
the Tarantella to a Tango 

(*) Tango done on ground level off of ES 

163 Fina 1 Bow foreshado\'d ng 

(*) Bear--s on Little Bear's ES 
Little-Bear--SL of Bear 
Tish--SR of Bear 

164 Scene 14 The Preparation 

165 (A) Tish--Why have you not accepted death here? 
What do you need? 
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BEAR: Ah. tears can be beautiful.,B.n'v'tJ\~/ AU .i~J iclct'(.f ia{ f~l~t. I 
was a part of what went before and I will be a part oi what is yet to come. That 
is the answer to the riddle of iife. 166 

[Weakly/ 

How many more minutes? 167 
{Mime holds up two fingers/ 

Two. Bring me my traveling hat.;fM'Ji .Jr/al if.)J.,{ /nl faJt!Juf,(iW / 
{Little Bear gets traveling hat from box. as .\lime and Tish help Bear to 
stand/ 

I must look my best when I enter the Great Center Ring. 168 
{Mime puts hat on Bear, who smilu at Tish/ 

Does it look stylish? 

TISH: Yes. 

BEAR: Is it becoming? 

(She nods/ 

Then i am ready. 

[Gently pushes Tish and Mime away/ 

No. This journey I must go alone. 

[Extends hand to Mime/ 

169 

Goodbye, good friend. Thank you for everything. And sometimes when the 
band plays ... think of an old bear. 

[Mime motions for Bear to waiL Mime quickly gets a pink Jn..fwon on a 
string from the side and holds it out to Bear/ 1 '10 

Yes. I remember when once we said, "Life is like a bright balloon." Hold it tight. 
Hold it tight. Because ... once you let it go . ; . it floats away forever. 

171 [BreathU!ss/ 
How many more minutes? 

[Mime holds up one finger. Bear turns to Tish./ 

I have one last request. When the end comes ... when I enter the Great Center 
Ring ... I want music. I want you to whistle the tune your Grandfa.tA~ taught 
~~ ·11~ 

TISH: "O Susannah." 

BEAR:[Nods and smiU!s/You will find that when you whistle you cannot cry at 
the same time. 173 

(A rooster is heard crowing/ 

Listen. 

LITTLE BEAR: It's a rooster crowin'. It's almost mornin'. 
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166 Bear explains we are given an answer once again 
Star Bright states this idea in the beginning 
Tish says this later to her aunt 

167 Time is running out, How does this affect the characters? 

168 The Great Center Ring 

(*) Mime--X to Bear from US 

169 Death being a journey to take alone another philosophy on 
death but now stated by the Bear 

170 Pink balloon symbol of what? 

171 Metaphor letting something beautiful go 

172 A last connection with Grandfather 

173 (S) Rooster crowing the (L) sun should be up 
Scene 15 The New Beginning 

(*) Little Bear--move SL 
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TISH: The sun is up. The stars are fading away. 174-
STAR BRIGHT: [Star music is heard as Star Bright descends into view. He 
speaks softly./ Announcing: the first ray of sun is peeping out. Warning: all 
wishes end as the sun begins. The new day is starting, the old dP.parting. That is 
the great pattern ... the circle of life. Tomorrow is today. 175 

[He points at the tree, and cl.aps his hands. The tree trunk slowly opens.J 

And the night and the stars fade away ... fade away. 176 
{There is star music as Star Bright disappears. Soft calliope music is 
heard which continues during the scene.) 177 

RINGMASTER: [Steps out from tree trunk. He speaks with authority.J There 
is no more time. The book is closed. 178 
BEAR: p'qe~,(~1'ul sl'~~~i i~~i.~~faAi ~,rt .ie)i~fa,l{i,f ~)rt)iff'.Ainr 
RINGMASTER: [Walks slowly to Bear/ Take my hand. 

BEAR: Tell me, tell me what is death? 

RINGMASTER: When there is no answer. you do not ask the question. Come. 
179 BEAR: Yes, I am ready. . 

{To Little Bear} 

My little one ... I give you my ieather .. . JrA/Jp't/././~~;f<IJ/./,(r/t/ii/.Jr/riJV 
[Gives turkey feather to Little Bear. He whispers.} 

Let the balloon go. 

{Ringmaster holds out his hand. which Bear takes. Together they walk off 
L slowly. Mime lets the balloon go. He. Tish and Little Bear watch as it 
floats up and out of sight.. At the same time the calliope music builds in 
volume. There is a second of silence. Then the Announcer'• voise is heard. 
loud and distinctly.) 180 

AN~OuNCER'S VOICE: Ladies and gentlemen: presenting ior your pleasure 
and entertainment. the new dancing bear, the world·s famous. the world's 
favorite. the world's greatest - The Arkansaw Bear! 181 

[During the announcement, Mime p-0ints to Little Bear. Little Bear looks 
frightened. amazed and pleased. .1Jime holds up mirror and Little· Bear 
puts feather in his hat.. ,\lime motions for Little Bear to step forward. 
then motions a circle of light on the floor. Spotlight comes on and Little 
Bear steps into the li!}hL} 182 

BEAR"S VOICE:/Over the loud speaker, Bear's voice is heard. He speaks softly 
and with emotion. Little Bear follows his instructions.] You smile to the right 
... smile to the left ... bow to the center ... and then begin to dance! 

{Music begins. lively ''Turkey in the Straw.·· Little Bear begins his dance.J 

W.Pflcfr.J. 11°>1r/¥J'c,t'f I I 1¥1il}Q¥o/tfir'Y'<fJdf1ir l~i<¥¥1Jl J96Jl'¥'f~ 

{Little Bear dances with fun. excitement. and joy, a wonderful short 
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174 (S) Star music Calliope music (L) change Star Bright 
comes in 

175 Great pattern mention once again French Scene 17 

176 fade away--just as the fantasy should start to fade away back 
to becoming part of the real world 

177 (S) Star music, calliope music Star Bright disappears 
this is the last time we see her 

178 The book is closed cliche on death 

179 This is not an answer. Ringmaster cops out here. 

180 French Scene 18 the old 

181 French Scene 19 the new 

182 French Scene 20 a memory, Bear's last words (S) circus 
music (l) Change several times to focus attention from 
Bear to Little Bear to Tish 
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dance. During thia Tilh eziU. cmd Mime eziu with boz. At the end of the 
dance. Little Bear bow• as the audience applatub. cmd eziu at L. peelu 
out cmd wavn again. Spotlight goes out. Fantasy mu.ic is heard and a 
soft night light illuminates the t7'ee. Tish is utming against it. She wolu 
up. liglu. piclu up the fl4wera. cmd •lowly circle• bock to tile do111mtage 
ana of tile first scene. wl&icll becomes light as the tree area dims out. 
Ftmta.ay mu.ic aUO /<Uh• out. Mother's cmd Aunt Ellen's voices are heard. 
tmd TisA auwen as if they were standing on each side of her do111mtage./ 

MOTHER'S VOICE: {Worried/ Tish? Tish. is that you? 18 3 
TISH: Yes. mother. 

MOTHER'S VOICE: Where have you been? 

TISH: I went up the hill to my tree. I want to see Grandpa. 184 
AUNT ELLEN'S VOICE: He's dead .. . ;dla,d. 

[Crie.j 
TISH: (Tf'Ying to be bra.ve/ Dead. Tears can b9 beautiful, Aunt Ellen. But you 
have to give him up. Let the balloon go. 185 
AUNT ELLEN'S VOICE: What? 

TISH: (Tf'Ying to lccep back her tears/ I know everyone ... everything has a 
time to die ... and it's sad. But Grandpa knew the answer to the riddle. 
AUNT ELLEN'S VOICE: The riddle? 186 
TISH: He left his footprint. He left a chip off the old block. 

MOTHER'S VOICE: What. dear? What did he leave? 187 
TISH: Me! And I want to do something ... something big for Grandpa. Because 
that's the best way to say goodbye. 

[Softly/ 

Let me give him his flowers ••• the pink ones. 188 
MOTHER'S VOICE: [Po•iti'Ve. cmd witll a mother's wve and authority/ All 
right, dear. Come along. We11 go together and see Grandpa. 

[Tisi& staru L. 4fld begin. to whistle/ 
What are you doing? 

TISH: Whistling ... for the bear ... and for Grandpa. Because it helps ... when 
7ou are afraid and in the dark. And ... when you whistle, you can't cry. 

{Wlaiapen/ 189 
Goodbye, Grandpa, I .•. I love you. 190 

[T~I& eziu L. bra.vely trying to control her crying. At the 1ame time. 
light. slowly come up so the full stage i.r 1een. The light on Tish's area 
dmu out. The stage i.r bright with soft beaut'i.ful colors. The Unie wl&u· 
tlmg of "0 Summa/a." the same as at the begim&ing of the play, i.r heard. 
Tlere ia a moment of a /iMl picture - the living tree standing, as it has 
th1'0ugli the yean, against a beautiful endless sky. The whistling con· 
tmu .. as the curtains cloae./ 191 
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(~) Tish--s 

183 Scene 16 The Acceptance French Scene 21 Tish's objective: 
to make her peace 

184 What Tish wants repeating what Bear has just said 

185 The idea of passing on the understanding to Aunt Ellen 

(*) Tish--move slowly to center stage 

186 Roles have changed here Tish now puts the pieces of ideas 
from each of the fantasy characters together 

187 Does Mother not know or is she trying to get Tish to say it? 

188 Pink again, thinking back to the balloon, the flowers and the 
connection with grandfather 

189 Tish needs to make her peace, repeats what Bear says, the 
idea of the whistling finally comes to use as being something 
passed down, should take one last look at the fantasy before 
we leave it, it is a memory now to remember the Bear and 
Grandfather 

190 Sentimental focus on Tish (L) spotlight curtain should 
be down French Scene 22 (S) Whistling 

191 Suspend moment House 1/2, House full 



CHAPTER V 

EVALUATION 

COSTUMES 

The costumes worked well, generally, and any changes made to 

them were the result of changes in character, rather than problems 

within the costume designs. There are three important functions 

which the costumes fulfilled successfully: they had their basis 

in the real world, yet could logically exist in the fantasy world; 

they accentuated the "humanness" of the animal characters; and they 

were functional, as well as aesthetically pleasing. This success of 

the costumes can be attributed both to the experience of the designer 

and to ease of communication between the director and designer. 

The decision to pad both bears is an example of one of the 

successful aspects of the costumes. This padding made the bears 

appear cuddly and friendly. Both Little Bear and Dancing Bear were 

designed to represent brown bears. This padding and brown color made 

them appear like stuffed animals--a child-like image of bears thought 

appropriate for a child's fantasy. Although the bear costumes did 

limit the actors' movement, the image portrayed was worth the 

sacrifice of elaborate dances. As a result of this costume choice--

and also the inability of the actor portraying the Dancing Bear to 

dance--the dances of the Dancing Bear were simpler than first 

imagined. The costume designer did warn me of this limited move-

93 
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ment, and if given the opportunity to do it again, the costume 

would stay the same. 

Upon reflection, I would change Tish's costume to jumper pants. 

I think this change would have made a stronger connection between 

Tish and the Little Bear, since the Littie Bear was in overalls 

(blue jean, jumper pants). The idea of Little Bear being the grown-

up Tish of the fantasy world could have then been more evident. 

Mine had problems getting properties in and out of her pants 

pockets. If the properties for the show had been available sooner, 

however, the pockets could have been made to fit those objects, and 

Mime would have had an easier time working with them. 

The costume for Star Bright was designed by the person who 

originally was to design the puppet. A rendering was not made, and 

thus I did not know exactly how Star Bright would look until com-

pleted. There were several factors which worked against the success 

of this particular costume. First, the designer had only two weeks 

to change her ideas from puppet making into a costume. Second, 

because we decided Star Bright had to fly--a decision we would not 

repeat--the designer also had to work around rigging for the design. 

Star Bright ultimately did not appear magical and enchanting, 

but this was only, in part, because of the costume. The actress was 

afraid of heights and the flying apparatus never functioned smoothly 

--all factors which contributed to Star Bright's visual effect. The 

costume was appropriately shiny and adequately suggested the shape 

of the star. Star Bright looked clumsy, however, and this caused 
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the costume to appear ill-fitting and disheveled. 

\.Ji th my recent experience in puppet making, I now know that we 

should have kept with the original idea of having Star Bright be a 

puppet. Unfortunately at the time we did not have any experience in 

puppets, and we relied on the technical staff to come up 11iith pos-

sibilities for concealing the puppeteers. It was also a mistake to 

stick with the idea of having Star Bright fly. I now see that Star 

Bright could have appeared magically, but did not need to fly. Star 

Bright also did not have to leave the stage when she wasn't directly 

involved with the action of the play. Like a mother, Star Bright 

could have watched on from an inconspicuous spot on the stage. This 

would have helped to foster the idea that Mother equals Star Bright 

in the fantasy world. 

PROPERTIES 

There were several small props used in this production. Most 

of these were under Mime's care and were kept either in Mime's 

pockets or within Dancing Bear's traveling trunk. The organization 

of that trunk was left to the discretion of the actress playing Mime 

and the property mi stress. For some reason, the props \'1ere never 

placed so that they were readily available to the actress. Since 

the trunk got shifted around during the production, some method of 

keeping the props attached to the inside of the trunk should have 

been devised. Too much time was wasted onstage getting or replacing 
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a prop which belonged in the trunk. 

The pink balloon presented problems during two of the three 

performances. The property mistress did not anticipate that the 

shop where we got the helium for the balloon would not be open on the 

weekend. Because we ran out of helium, there were two performances 

where the balloon did not rise to the sky. Instead, Mime just held 

the balloon, an action which was certainly not as powerful as letting 

the balloon rise. 

SOUND 

The first indication that sound was going to be a problem was 

when no one wanted to assume the role of sound operator. We were 

almost a week and a half into rehearsal before we could convince 

anyone to work sound for the show. Even at this point, the sound 

person only agreed to find and tape the sound we needed, but not to 

operate the sound. Although it is not good to separate these two 

jobs, we had no choice. 

We then had to motivate the sound designer to find the;music 

needed for the show. The sound designer was convinced these sounds 

simply were unobtainable, and I, therefore, spent much of my free 

time helping her find appropriate music. 

Once the music was collected, it had to be recorded to the exact 

length needed for the production. The stage manager noted these 

requirements at rehearsal and gave them to the designer. However, 
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once the tape was completed, we found several mistakes in length 

and number of times a certain piece was recorded. The major problem 

was that the tape was not completed until two days before opening, 

and the sound designer had already handed over her responsibility to 

the sound operator. At this point, I decided to work with this tape, 

which meant rewinding for some cues and moving ahead for others. 

This might not have been a bad decision had the sound operator been 

more capable of running the equipment. 

The sound cues for the dress rehearsal were consistently late, 

missing, or incorrect. I believe the problems with late cues, no 

sound coming out of the speakers, and the wrong sound happening at 

the wrong time during dress rehearsal were due to attitude and com-

munication problems between me and the sound operator. A day before 

our preview audience, I tried to decide whether or not to run the 

sound myself. A discussion among the sound operator, shop foreman, 

and me led to the decision to keep the operator. 

Throughout the run of the show, important sound cues continued 

to happen late, early, or never--but seldom on cue. A suggestion 

was made in retrospect to have Mime make all the sounds needed through 

playing various instruments or objects. Although we did not think 

of this alternative at the time, we did hold late night tech re-

hearsals, hoping to improve the situation. We should have taken 

action to solve the sound problems sooner, and, in the beginning, 

when we had to talk people into working on the sound, we should 

have been thinking of alternatives to taped sound. 
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LIGHTS 

The lighting generally provided adequate illumination for the 

actors faces, but it did not work well in some of the necessary 

special effects. Whenever a display of magic occurred (such as 

Star Bright granting a wish, Ringmaster getting trapped within the 

tree, or the circus images flying into the open space), the lights 

were to underscore this event with twinkling lights. What the 

audience saw, instead, were flashes of lights that were distracting 

rather than enhancing. 

It was not until the technical rehearsal that I saw the 

designer's idea of magical twinkling lights. Hidden within the set 

were small colored lamps which flashed on and off while the magic 

occurred. This was not what I had expected after our discussions 

on how important the magical aspects of the show were to the concept 

of the production. The operation of the light cues, which was done 

by someone other than the lighting designer, was flawless. 

Some specific lighting effects we had talked about never 

occurred. A gobo, which was supposed to be inserted in the lights 

to help darken the green carpet on the hillside and appear as 

shadows from the tree foliage, did not exist, and no attempt was 

made to achieve this effect. Through projections, the jugglers were 

to have appeared as silhouettes on the cyclorama; instead they were 

much too fuzzy and too large to get a clear picture of what it was 

being projected. I did not receive a light plot; the designer 
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informed me that the lights would twinkle and that the areas would be 

sufficiently lighted; but, he did not produce a plan to show me how 

this was going to be done. For technical rehearsal, the lights were 

hung but not focused or gelled, so I could not tell what result they 

would have on the set or costumes. The lights were not even com-

pletely hung, focused, or gelled until opening night. 

SET 

The lighting designer was also the set designer for this pro-

duction. Because of my inability to communicate successfully with 

this person several problems occurred, and these were reflected in 

the final outcome of the set design. I must note that the final set 

design was never approved. After I received the initial sketches, 

which were vague, the designer and I had several discussions about 

what the set should be like. Weeks later, and with no time for 

changes to meet deadline, an elaborate form of the initial sketches 

was presented to me. I was thus confronted with the decision to 

use this set design or to have no set at all. 

We decided the poster would be hung from the same batten as the 

curtain, so when the curtain disappeared into the fly space the 

poster would also. The poster design was taken from the publicity 

poster design and was the same as the cover design for the program. 

The painting of the poster did not flatter the design, and the 

final product was hung unevenly from the batten. 
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The platform upon which the tree stood caused the set to look 

heavy and unbalanced stage right, since stage left was basically 

open space. The play, on the other hand, has a more balanced 

structure. When graphed, the sections of the script appear sym-

metrical, and this symmetry was not reflected in the set design. 

The platform's bright green carpet visually distracted the 

audience's attention to stage right. The rake of this platform, 

plus the slanted platform coming from the circular platform towards 

center stage, did help to state "hillside" to the audience. The 

edge of the platform did not reach stage level, however, and a step 

unit was added to get the actors on the platform from the front. 

The circus ladder, flag banner, and large circus poster sug-

gested the circus atmosphere appropriately; however, my choice to 

have them fly in and out of the space lessened their effectiveness. 

We also had a good deal of success with the tree, once the manipu-

lators understood how to operate it. 

In an atte~pt to make the set workable, three small circular 

platforms were added for Tish, Dancing Bear, and Little Bear to 

dance upon. These platforms were brought on the set by the actors 

and were thus inconsistent with the production concept, since they 

appeared to come from nowhere. They were of various sizes because 

it was thought that they would be stacked on top of one another 

somewhere in the blocking; but this did not occur, and the reason 

for them to be different sizes was obviated. In short, they were 

of no practical or artistic value. 
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Several factors contributed to the ineffectiveness of the set 

design. The major problem existed in the decision to present the 

play in Squires Theatre. The stage area is too large for this pro-

duction. We should have either reduced the stage area in some man-

ner or used another space altogether. I also should have contacted 

the set/light designer during the summer, which would have given us 

more time. At the first indication of communication problems, I 

should have found an impartial third party to attend and to moderate 

our discussions. At the time, these alternatives did not occur to 

me. 

BUDGET 

Budget was also a contributing factor to problems within the 

production. The allocation of money to specific productions was 

not yet determined within the department when the work began. 

Therefore, the person who was to give me an itemized budget could 

not do so until late within the process. The designers were trying 

to design a show not knowing their budget--knowing only that it was 

small. Because of this, the designers tried to use materials 

already available to them at no cost. The set designer kept the 

large round platform within his design because it was used in a 

previous show, and he could have it at no cost. The actual budget 

was never given to me, and so we continued to work with an esti-

mated $200.00 budget. The specific breakdown of money spent is as 
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follows: $90.00 for royalties; $35.00 for scripts; $40.68 for the 

set; $239.49 for costumes; $15.63 for properties; $22.31 for posters; 

$112.72 for publicity; and $250 for theatre rental. The total cost 

for the production was $805.35. This obviously exceeds the $200.00 

estimated budget. 

PUBLICITY 

The publicity budget was spent on posters and brochures. All 

of the area grade schools were given enough brochures to inform the 

school teachers, who then informed their students. Posters were 

distributed only days before the show's opening. I was not shown a 

final copy of the posters or the program, and if I had, perhaps the 

important words--a children's theatre production--would not have 

been omitted. Although I was told every attempt was being made to 

get radio and press publicity, the lack of publicity led me to 

believe otherwise. 

DIRECTION 

I learned much from my experience directing The Arkansaw Bear. 

I need to improve my skills in corranunicating with designers. I 

also learned that I need to use other sources of help available to 

me, rather than attempting to handle every situation on my own. 

I believe that I work well with actors and that I am able to 
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communicate with even the novice. Most of my cast was young and 

inexperienced. Even though I took some risks in casting, I feel the 

end results were worth the risks. The actor portraying the Dancing 

Bear had no acting experience, but was able to progress under my 

direction. Unfortunately, there was little time to solidify this 

progress before the performances, and then fear prevailed over 

newly-acquired skills. The actor portraying the Little Bear had had 

some acting experience. In working with her, I was able to break 

some bad acting habits, such as talking with her hands, not following 

through with objectives, and constantly looking to the director for 

approval. 

The necessity of organizing myself much farther in advance of 

the first rehearsal was demonstrated through this production. In 

the future, I plan to keep better supervision over the process as a 

whole. I believe, given the right people, budget, time, and working 

atmosphere, that The Arkansaw Bear could have been a more rewarding 

experience. 
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Production photographs for The Arkansaw Bear by Aurand Harris, 

produced at Virginia Tech on October 23-25, 1981. Photography 

by Richard Goff. 
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Tisn takes time to think about the coming circus (which she has 
just read about from the circus poster) before running home to 
tell her grandfather. In her hands she carries her grandfather 1 s 

flowers. 
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Mime looks on while Tish cheers up Dancing Bear. 
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Tish helps Dancing Bear prepare to meet the Little Bear, while Mime 
takes this time to greet the newcomer. 
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Ringmaster moves within the tree brought to 
life through Star Bright's magic. 
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Dancing Bear teaches Tish and Little Bear the Tango, 
while Mime watches for the first signs of morning. 
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Tish's imagination fills the empty space with the 
sounds and sights of the circus. 
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Tish waves goodbye to her imaginary 
friends as the sun begins to rise. 
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The Cast of The Arkansaw Bear: 
Tish (Laura Sharpe), Little Bear (Debbie Holzweig), 

Mime (Mary Evans), Dancing Bear (Eric Crump), 
and Star Bright (Caroline Smith). 
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Rehearsal Schedule: 

THE ARKAMSAW BEAR 

I . ..,...._ 1 no rehearsa 

: I 
1 no reheana 1 

SC. l 16 3 
SC. 

oSC. 7,8 12 
I SC. l , 

cast 

with audience 



11 y 

TnE ARKANSAW BEAR 

Company ?.:.i 1 es: 

Conqratulations on being selected as ~art of t~e :c~pany for T~e Arkansaw 
Sear. For those of you 1 .. 10 are new to 7'nea tre at '/ i rg 1n1 a -:- o?C1. ";h~ fo i 1 owing 
TSa !is~ of Nles, gulcelines Jnd cor.mon practices tc ~e1r· ;ou throu<;h the 
renearsa 1 ::eri oc .rnd right uo unti 1 cl os 1 r.q night. Fo1· tMse of you wno are 
fami 11ar with these rules, let :his just serve as a reninder. 

l) ounct:.;al it{ is e<;uate<I ·..iith ~rofessional 1sm. It shou:c JO ·..iithout 
saying that you w1l1 be excected to ~eon ti:::e hr Jli rer.eusa;s. 7hat ~eans 
being ready ~o war::i ~o at the time posted on tne rehearsal schedule. and to 
always knC'tol ·..ihere you are supposed to be and ·..inen you are sup;:osea to t''? there. 
ihe rehearsal schedule ..,ni be posted an the call ~oard outside :it.s 204. Cr.eek 
this dai 1y for chan<ies. There wi1 i be at least a 15 minute .:arm up eac!'! nignt, 
and ~art1cipat1on 1s ~andatory. 

2) And,soeakir.g of war.n vps •.. ·..iear comfortable clothing ta rehearsai. Ti'lhts, 
·.1arm ~os, or any clothing which allows for free, comfortable movement w~ll ao fine. 
Also wear comfortable shoes, sue!'! as dance shoes, cloth shOes, or a ·..,ell-broken in 
~air of sneakers will do. 

3) 8ring with you a pencil, and ~f course, your scriot. 
4) To reinforce the statement about ;iunc:uality, ft ofte~ helps to get to 

rehearsal about :s minutes ahead of time to give yourself a chance tc- ge~ ;our-
self in the right frame of ~ind for rehearsal, and jive yourseif a breather 
~etween the hect~c ?art of your day and your rehearsal t::ne. !: is very imcortant 
that you devote your entire mental as well as physical ene1"9ies :o each renearsal 
or perfor.nance. ---

5) 9e<Jinning about a week before the opening of the show, ;ou -.. n1 be 
required to sign :n for rehearsals. The sign up sheet . ..,;11 be ;iosted in a 
specified area near the dressing rooms, and it is extremely irr.?Qrtant that yc:.i 
sign in sc that the stage manager or the assistant s.:n. does not have to ·..orr'J 
about whether or not ycu are he~e. Technical rehearsals ar.d dress rehearsal; 
are ~~tremely hectic times, and it really helps the stage managers, technic:ans, 
and ever1~ody if we don't have ::o hold everything to wait ~or you er lco~ for 
you. 

ihese ~Jles are simply to hel;i rehearsals ano all aspects of the ~rcduc:•on 
to move as sc:oothly and efficiently as pcssible. ·1 ~r c::ooeration ·..iiil ~11sure tnis. 
And ::ios:: imcortant: :f you ever ~an't avo11 (:.e. eme~encyj oeil'll] late :o a 
rehearsal~ please call·the s.:TI., or the bo• office, or any.xicy ·..,no ·..iill 1et tne 
:nessage to us :hat you ..iili be la::e. ihese nu:nt:ers are at the bot::::m of :his page. 
:1 io t"em and i<eeo the!l! ·..,ith you at all times. And soeaking of problems: ff you 
have one concerning ::ne ~rcouction (anything a:: ali) ;ilease ~ri~g them to the 
attention of the stage manager. :~y ;ob is to make your ;oo ~s easy and ;iieasant 
as possfole. iia•1e fun and break your proverbic!l leqs: 

?!lone ~lumbers You w i 11 ~leed : 

~aren: 552-i250, 961-5536 (office) 
Scene shop: 961-6563 
Costume shop 361-5947 
i:rnbulance: 961-7138 
~ecurity: 961-6411 
'lince: :i52-7lS9 
~fre: 552-2222 

·Time and ieir.o: 639-:ool 

Karen ~lords, 
Stage Manager 
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THE ARKAMSAW SEAR 

Cast List: Please Initial if you accept the r"Ole 

'(Hennine) 
Aunt El 1 en •••••.••••.•••••••.••••••••••• Shawn Ou Bisson ____ _ 

Mother ••••••••••••••.••.••••.••••••••••• Gail Evans _____ _ 

Announcer •••••••••••••••.•••••.••••••••• Kurt jie 1 sh _____ _ 

Start>right ••••••••••.••••••••••.•••••••• caroline Smith _____ _ 

Mime ••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••.••••• Mary Evans ___ _ 

Ri ni,naster .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~in Wright. _____ _ 

Dancing Bear ••••••••••••••••••••.••••••• Eric Crumo ______ _ 

Little Bear ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Oeobie Holweig_ 

ii sh •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Laura Sharpe ____ _ 

The P1ayers ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• aarold Wood 
Laurie Mi 11 er- · -----

First Renearsal 1s at 7:60 p.m. on fhursday, Oc~ l, 1981 in room 204 PA8. 

Thank-you to all who auditioned. 
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::ASi ROSTER: iHE ..\RKANS1'W SEAR 

$HAWN CUBUISSON (HE?MiliE) 
(Aunt Eilen) 
Christiansbu~, '/A 
382-1741 

CAROLI~lE SMI:H · 
(Star 3rignt) 
136 'ii. E9gles:on 
552-3002 

GAIL EVANS 
(~1other) 
C-31 Shawnee 
951-0153 

LAURA SHARPE 
(Tish) 
709-C ~. ""fn St 
951-7970 

MARY EV~~S 
(Mime) 
188 Slusher 
951-0663 

DEBBIE HOLZWEIG 
(Little Bear) 
J~O E. Eggleston 
552-7316 

KEVIN R. WR!GHT 
( Ri nc;maste!") 
23Tl Ter!"a Sella 
552-5825 

ERIC CRU".P 
(Bear) 
321 'la\1ter 
552-1370 

'iAROLO ·..icoo 
(Player) 
442 Lee 
552-1859 

KURT WELSH 
(Announcer) 
3117 E. Amoler Johnson 
552-4248 

LAUR7E "!ILLER 
{player) 
~0030H F'oxridge 
351-3735 



:raveling box (Mtme) 

cane for !l(!U? 

dark glasses (~i:ne) 

card (r.1irr:e l 

handkerch~~f (mime) 

hancmirror (mime) 

velvet box &or medals (mime) 

~a Is (:nime) 

feathers (:nime) 

honey buns (mim~) 

box iriq g 1 aves 

rabbit~ f~ot (:nime) 

fisning ;iole (little bear) 

wnist!e {1t1ime) 

talioons (helilOlll filled) 

:oncur.tor' ~ ~aton 

r.:usic stand 
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;iro;:s 'ist: 

~ats in ~ox: 

So.:ir.i sh hat 

trave ! i nq hat 

s::orts hat 

C~awn hat 

Russian 'lat 
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Theatie Arts - Uni J rsi,_y Theatre 

a Studio production of 

Squires Theatre 

7 PM 
Fri.,Oct.23rd 

2 PM 
Sat., Oct. 24th 
SunJ)ct. 25th 
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PRODUCTION DIRECTION/DESIGN 

Director ......•................. Marie Wendt-Zirkenbach 
Sc~nic/Lighting Designer ....... . ....•. . .... John Bailey 
Costume Designers . . . .. ........... . ...... Felice Proctor 

(St ar Bright) Ly~n Day Thorpe 
T~chnical Director . ......... . . . . .. .... Randolph W. ~-1ard 

CAST 
(in order of appearance) 

TI SH ......... ... ......................... Laura Sharpe 
STAR BRIGHT ••........ . ... . ... . ..•...... Caroline Smith 
MIME. ................ .. ..............•.•.•. Mary Evans 
WORLD'S GREATEST DANCING BEAR .......•...... Eric Crump 
GREAT RINGMASTER ........ . ............• Kevin R. Wright 
LITTLE BEAR ...... : ................... Debbie Holzsweig 
VOICES: MOTHER ............................ Gail Evans 

AUNT ELLEN ...........•.....•.•• Shawn Hennine 
ANNOUNCER •.••.•...•••••••••••.•••• Kurt Welsh 

PLAYERS •.••••••..•.•...••••••.•••••••••••• Harold Wood 
Laurie Miller 

j(P{E: The Present. Somewhere in Arkansas. 

STAFF FOR THIS PRODUCTION 

St age Manager ....................... ~.Karen E. Norr1s 
As s i s tan t S tJl g e Man ager • . • • • • • . . . . . •.•.•• Vi n c e 0 i Los a 
As istant Technical Director ....... Michael S. Russell 
Prope rties . . ............................ ftroy Lee Darby 
Sound Technicians ....................... Les11e Siegel 

Brad Spencer 
Master Electr1c1an ..•.................... Scott Beadle 
Assistant El ec tr1c1an ..•........ Gregory Allen Edwards 
S~ t/Light1ng Crew .......... Greg lemnond, Bob Blasdell 

· Kelle Wilder, Emily Kendall, Rosanna Rickers 
Graduate Technical Assistants 

Munbcrs of l ntro to Scenic Design 
Costume Crew .............. Grad ate Costume Assistants 
House t1anager • .••..................•.•• Kat Matassarin 
Bo~ Office Ma n~ger ....•.•.•........... Phyllis Woolard 
Pro d11ction Coorrlina to r . ... . .... . ......... Ann Mccarter 
pq~ t4 r Des i ~lfl ....... . ........ .. Mary lhet·i:sr O'A vignon 



APPENDIX D 

DIRECTING NOTES 

Items included: 

Actual Direction Process (ten entries taken from the 

director's diary) 

Director's Notes 

Stage Manager's Rehearsal Log 

Set Designer's Initial Sketches 
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ACTUAL DIRECTION PROCESS 

Entry 1 

It always seems that there is never enough time to prepare for 

a show. It is more true than ever in this case. While working a 

summer stock job I tried to prepare for my show through constantly 

reading the script. With rehearsing every day and doing a show each 

night, very little was decided about the show before I arrived at 

school. The first day at school I was thrust into a production 

meeting of my own show which I didn't call and I wasn't prepared for. 

First Production Meeting 

It started out all wrong. Because the designers were anxious 

to get their designs done, the entire meeting was three steps ahead 

of itself. I wanted to discuss their feelings about the show, what 

they thought the play was about, and ideas about conceptual choices. 

Instead I found myself answering questions I didn't want to decide 

at the moment. I found out the pressure was basically coming from 

a schedule the department worked out. To supposedly prevent shows 

from getting behind and being rushed during the last week before the 

show, the department set up a schedule of when designs were to be 

approved, when drawings were to go to the shop, etc., covering all 

of the design aspects. Unfortunately it rushed my production in the 

early phases and therefore several mistakes were made. 

I didn't even know what kind of a budget I had. How could I 
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make choices about the set and costumes? My production group was 

also assigned to me, and not everyone in the group would have been 

my choice. My production group includes: 

Felice Proctor--Costume Designer 

John Bailey--Scenic and Lighting Designer 

Randy Ward--Technical Director 

Karen Norris--Stage Manager 

Felice did ask a lot of good questions about the characters, which 

produced the following results and responses. 

1. Tish is an average little girl. We need to find a costume 

which portrays this stereotype. We both felt pants (especially blue 

jeans) on the actor available to do the role would look too every day 

college-ish. We talked about Tish being from 8-10 years old. 

2. We made it clear that the voices were only voices and no 

costumes would be needed for those characters. 

3. Mime I saw as a circus clown and a jack-of-all-trades. I 

felt the character could be either male or female. I knew the 

costume needed a lot of pockets because of all the things he's in 

charge of for Dancing Bear. 

4. The relationship between Dancing Bear and Mime is one of 

close old friends. They have been througheverything together. 

5. Felice brought several stuffed bears and we talked about 

what the bears looked like. I felt they were both average brown 

bears. The need to keep the human face and not use makeup as the 

playwright suggests was discussed, and we both felt it \-Jas important 
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to leave it like that. 

6. Out of the bears we had to look at and discussed, Little 

Bear was more of a Paddington Bear to us. A small country bear with 

straw hat and fishing pole. 

7. Big Bear, being in the circus most of his life, I felt 

needed a uniform. Something like a band uniform with a hat. The 

flat top band hat would be his traveling hat. Dancing Bear has to 

dance, so I wanted shoes on his feet. Hands need to be functional 

as well, so the idea of gloves was discussed. Little Bear was less 

well off, so we thought he/she could be bare footed. I also felt 

Little Bear could be either sex. 

8. The Ringmaster again brought to mind the stereotypic ring-

master. Black top hat, tails, and black boots. We wanted to make 

sure to strike the long mustache and black whip that is brought to 

mind with that image. It would be too frightening. 

9. Star Bright we left up in the air because I was considering 

having Star Bright be a puppet. (A transitional character between 

the two worlds, one of reality and one of fantasy.) 

10. Additional Characters--we talked about perhaps adding 

acrobats, jugglers, and clowns to the show. To help the budget 

{which we're not even sure of) I decided that if we added them 

perhaps they could be silhouetted, projected, taped, or filmed. 

11. Another important point brought up was that no matter what 

the outcome of the designs, the bears will be the biggest expense. 

I felt Felice and I had a good understanding about the characters 
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to start drawing some design possibilities. The group briefly 

discussed the circus images and the importance of us keeping it 

Tish's story instead of getting lost placing too much emphasis on 

the bear. John felt he had some ideas from reading the script and 

wanted to come up with some sketches that we could then discuss. 

Karen and I talked about the upcoming auditions. 

1. I need a tape recorder to tape voices so that l can negate 

the face and just listen to the sound. 

2. The standard audition forms need to be copied. 

3. I felt she could use an assistant and should try to locate 

someone she felt comfortable with. 

4. If she could do that before auditions, I'd like someone 

inside the room and one person outside to allow auditions to run 

more smoothly. 

5. I need her to take clear and specific notes on blocking and 

what we discuss each day, since when I start working I tend to ne-

glect writing things down and may later forget. 

6. We need to locate a Sound person. 

7. I asked that she keep close tabs on each section of the 

production process to try to avoid any problems. The meeting was 

over and I left feeling a lot of pressure on my shoulder. I felt 

like I was thrown into a pool of ice cold water. I went home and 

started making up my mind about which way I was going with the show. 
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Entry 2 

During the Theatre Department's Open House I was asked to say 

a few words about the show. I tried to sell the sentimentality and 

the fact that there were no singing auditions needed for my show, 

which are required for the other productions. We seemed to get 

several people interested in helping with the show. A student con-

fined to a wheelchair asked if she could audition. Karen and I 

talked about arranging an audition for her in a building accessible 

to her since the Theatre Arts building where auditions are being 

held is not. 

Entry 3 

Preparation for Auditions: It is time to take all the ideas 

of character in my head and from the script on to paper. For 

auditions I wrote down two lists which I would keep constant watch 

on during auditions. One list contains those qualities needed in 

each of the characters, and the other list contains possible exer-

cises to see if those qualities are part of that person's general 

makeup. 

The next step was to arrange an over-all schedule to make the 

best use of time after auditions. After all I have only four weeks 

until the show is up. I tried to set this schedule to make the 

best use of people's time, especially characters like the voices 

who are only in the first and second scenes. I've already divided 

the script into sections usually dependent on French scenes. There 
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are sixteen scenes in all. 
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THE ARKANSAW BEAR 

The Qualities: 

Voices 

Mother Aunt Ellen Announcer 

late 30 1 s ?O's articulate 
compassionate gentle dynamic 
firm emotional solid voice 
understanding female male 
female 

Puppet 

Star Bright 

very likable 
vibrant 
exciting 
emotiona 1 
always happy 
nice laugh 
child-like 
mothering 
female 

People 

Mime Ringmaster Little Bear 

fl ex i b 1 e body pleasant voice country bear 
pleasant personality walks and speaks cute 
vivid imagination with authority cuddly 
warm not evil smal 1 
loving male uneducated 
magician tiny voice 
friend polite 

kind 
1 i kes to help 
likes to dance 
likes to fish 



The Qualities continued: 

World's Greatest Dancing Bear 

vain 
loveable 
cuddly 
proud 
educated 
big 
frightened 
male 

Tish 

average little girl 
8-10 years old 
vivid imagination 
emotional 
friendly 
likable 
educated 

Acrobats 
Jugglers 
Clowns 

Exercises: 

Mime 

do an elephant in pantomime 
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do opening an umbrella, find it stops raining 
and shut the umbrella in pantomime 

mime a small girl 
tell me a story without speaking 

Announcer 

introduce to a large audience the World's Greatest Dancing Bear 
introduce to a large audience the smallest Ant 
introduce the person you would most like to meet 
introduce yourself to a crowd of thousands 
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Exercises continued: 

Ringmaster 

ask someone to go where they do not want to go 
convince them they must go 
walk into a room having to make an important decision, 

make that decision and leave 
read passage 

Mother Aunt Ellen Star Bright 

read passage 
explain to a small child why the sky is blue 
finish the story 

Tish 

finish the story 
read passage 
play a game with me 
explain the rules 
tell me about where you live, what you do 

Each group of five will come back to work improvisation games and 

creative drama games to see how they work within a group. This way 

I can get one more look at them while observing their ability to 

take direction and work within a group. Photographs of each group 

will be taken at this time. 
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Entry 4 

I feel confident about the coming auditions now that I have had 

a little more time to prepare for them. The problem seems to be 

coming up with a set design which is due in one week. I have no 

visual conception of how the set should look. John and I have talked 

about several things, the most important include: 

1. The space needs to be Tish 1 s 

2. Tish's tree has to be there 

3. We want to incorporate the themes of circus, circles, and 

growth. 

4. We want to incorporate the idea of everyone and everything 

coming from Tish and her imagination. 

5. The idea of things growing out of familiar things in the 

real world 

6. I wanted levels and angles to work with since I only have 

three actors on stage most of the time. 

7. The fantasies need to be magical. 

Communication with the set designer is often difficult. It is not 

one of my strong areas and I believe he has set ideas of his own on 

what they play should be. However he is not working with me or 

allowing me to know his feelings. 

Entry 5 

John and I looked over his beginning sketches. I could tell 

that he didn 1 t have any more creative ideas about the set than I had. 
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He sees the first scene happening in the evening fog. I didn't under-

stand the fog and didn't see the first scene happening in the evening. 

If Tish saw the circus poster, she probably saw it on her way home 

from school or while she was playing. I believe the first scene 

occurs in the afternoon. 

He drew versions of the tree and asked me what the tree was like. 

The script tells us it is an old, large, spreading tree and we know 

it must exist in Arkansas. The tree should look like a real tree in 

the real world and should have the ability to become fantastical in 

the fantasy world. The tree must also, somehow conceal the Ring-

master as required in the script. 

John also came up with his own concept of having three circles 

(like circus rings) which would represent three different worlds: 

the real world, the tree circle (which I don't understand), and the 

fantasy circle. He felt in order to enter the fantasy world one 

must first pass through the real world and then pass the tree 

circle (Tish's private spot) before getting to the fantasy world. 

I liked the idea of the tree being on a circled ramp. It 

specified Tish's spot. However I still needed to know how the tree 

was going to work, how what he drew becomes magical, and I needed 

more variety of level. The set still didn't have function, purpose, 

or meaning. We talked more about things which may be in the 

fantasy world. 

Since fantasies are often in the form of dreams or daydreams, 

the images of the circus could be fragmented. I felt we could still 
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use the circles as a design element rather than a conceptual emphasis 

within the set. We still didn't have any ideas about budget, but we 

knew it would be small. John went to work some more. I tried to 

think of what I could say or do to help our cause. We only have four 

days to approve a set design. 

Entry 6 

Felice seems to be having no problems with costumes. Either 

we communicate well or we just have the same ideas about the show. 

We talked about the costumes being in the pink and blue range, the 

pastels associated with little girls. She felt her sketches of the 

fantasy characters were beginning to look like childhood dolls. 

That was fine with me, because it supports the image of the 

characters having a basis in Tish's real world. They could indeed 

be or look like dolls she owns, has seen, or visualizes the circus 

people to look like. 

Karen found an assistant stage manager. I asked her to pro-

vide me with schedules for the rooms we could use during rehearsal 

period and to come up with a specific list of understandings between 

us and the actors. I wanted to make sure everything was above 

board and the actors knew what to expect. 

Entry 7 

Felice and I have made final decisions on the costumes and 

I am very pleased. The costumes fall around the pinks, reds, and 
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blues of the color wheel. Star Bright is a puppet and has become 

Lynn Thorpe's project. I stressed that I want Star Bright to come 

down from the heavens, so Lynn has to work with the technical 

director to figure out how this will happen. 

I tried to work with John on how we could hide the puppeteers 

working Star Bright on the set. Since our last meeting he has very 

few new ideas. Some elements of posters, circus flags, and the jdea 

of elephant stands as seating devices were introduced to the set. 

But the set hasn't really changed much. Nothing holds it together 

and there is nothing spectacular about the fantasy. 

Entry 8 

Costumes were confirmed today. The designs are wonderful. I 

think they will work very well. The people portraying the bears will 

have a hot time of it, but the costumes are so right for those two 

characters. 

The set has been given a few added changes. It is not what I 

want, nor what I pictured. The problem is that I haven't pictured. 

I am not a set designer and have a hard time seeing the show in 

terms of set. Obviously I also have a hard time communicating what 

ideas I do have about space to the designer. It is not even a 

matter of getting a great or good set anymore. It has come down to 

getting a set at all. The space devoted to Tish's private area 

has become a hillside with a tree on it. The circled area will be 

raked with access steps in front and back. A kind of steep, sliding 
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board was added running toward center stage giving me more levels 

and diagonals to work with. An outside ring representing a curbed 

sidewalk and conceptually the division between the great center ring 

of the circus and the real world. The raked platform and the outer 

ring are to have concealed lights that will twinkle during the 

fantasy. The tree will twinkle and magically move. How this is 

done I do not yet know. No word on Star Bright. I hear it's being 

discussed amongst the designer and technician how this star on a 

trapeze can come down and then puppeteers get to the puppet to 

manipulate it without being seen. 

Entry 9 

Auditions: September 29 

I hope tomorrow I have more people audition. There are just no 

males who I feel could be the Dancing Bear. In fact, there have 

been very few people with any real talent vocally or physically 

tonight. As I listen to the tape and look at the list of names that 

have auditioned, I just don't know what I am going to do. 

The audition process itself went very smoothly. Karen processed 

people outside, while Vince took care of photos and fonns once the 

actors were inside. People from various classes attended auditions 

tonight to watch the process. They asked questions about why I 

had the people read, etc .. I explained how I was checking a list of 

particular qualities that I was looking for. For instance, I felt 

Little Bear needs to be smaller than Tish, along with being friendly 
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and energetic. I had some people count from one to ten. One being 

the softest they could speak and ten being the loudest, to check for 

vocal range and flexibility. I did private auditions just talking 

with the person first to make them feel more at ease. Then I had 

them read something to just listen. I then had them do something 

creative by finishing a story I made up or something similar. In 

small groups of five or six we then worked through a quick warm-up 

and some creative dramatics games to feel out group cooperation and 

input. I felt good about the organization and my ability to corrrnuni-

cate with the people auditioning. 

Entry 10 

I finally found a Dancing Bear, a Tish, and a Mime. I am glad 

these people auditioned. There weren't many talented people who came 

my way. (I suppose because everyone auditioning is trying to audition 

for all three shows going up this fall J The attitude of most people 

is that a children's show is their last preference. One of the 

other interesting events was bargaining for people with the other 

directors. I have to cast now, tonight if possible, and other 

directors can wait awhile. I let a few people go that I really 

wanted, but I couldn't see giving them a small part in my show as 

opposed to a larger part in the other shows, even if they were the 

best person for the role. Perhaps this is going to be a great 

mistake. 

I had a slight run in with my set designer today. I was given 
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basically the same set we started with and told that was all he 

could do with a $100.00 budget. I don't think he really cares, nor 

really worked at trying to work with me on developing a set. It 

seems to me he had this set in mind from the start and there was no 

compromise. I simply had to work with it because the deadline was 

up and the show was going up in less than a month now. If I wanted 

a set at all, I had better say yes to this one. At this point I 

feel at least I have something to work with and since I haven't been 

much help in my meeting with the designer, it is my consequence to 

take. 

Selecting a cast wasn't very difficult because I had little to 

choose from in the first place. I took several chances. The person 

cast as Dancing Bear has never before acted. His voice and move-

ment were the best of those who auditioned. The voices were fairly 

easy. I felt I had a wonderful contrast of vocal qualities between 

Mother, Aunt Ellen and Star Bright. Tish could only be Laura Sharpe 

and Debbie Holzweig is a Little Bear. Mary Evans was a bit too 

stylized for the Mime I had in mind, but no one else came close to 

her ability, creative ideas, or cooperation in working with others. 

*Note: 

The following entries deal mostly with the actors and the 

directing process after completion of work found in the prompt script. 

They are intermixed with notes taken by the stage manager since 

relied on the stage manager for note taking during rehearsals. As I 
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read through what I have written at that time I realize how much 

information is missing. I know now that my directing process relies 

95% on discussions with people, discussions which would be impossible 

to reproduce. 
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REHEARSAL LOG 

THE .ARKANSAW BEAR 
Friday 

Date: Oct. 2, 1981 

Time : 7: 30 nm 

Place: PAE 204-

Present: Full company 

Type/Purpose of Rehearsal: 

Read through, discussion 

To Do's: Passed out comnany rules to those who 

didn't have them. 

Additions to props list: binoculars 

music stand 

baton 

Looked at.characters in script 

Looked at set renderings, ground plan 

Personal Notes/Thoughts: 7:30 set as usual rehearsal 

time. 

Vince ran last nights rehearsal- passed out 

comnany rules. I was away at Mt. Lake. 

Karen Norris 

STAGE MANAGER 
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Director's Notes 10/5/81 

Sound--Check about microphones 

Improv situation for chaos which develops 

Think of objectives: What do you want? 

What do you do that for? 

What is the mood of this scene? 

What do we need this scene for? 

What happens in this scene? 

Lights--Spotlight here? 

Set--Can we get the poster to work with? 

Tish--Where do you ~nderstand what is happening? 

Tish--Dl 

Tish--Let's establish what happens before. Try throwing 

pebbles, count clouds, walk on toes, heels, spit as far as 

you can, see poster, run as fast as you can, stop, look c,r,l 

first line 

How do you feel? Why do you decide to do each of those things? 

Look up. They are bigger than you. 

Props--wheels on trunk 

Bear--How does that make you feel to always be wrong? 

"A girl?" How does that make you feel? Why ask? 

Tish--How do you feel? Don't forget the fun. 

Nice Stance Bear for preparation 

Tish--Back up. Don't move until he invites you. 

Humble Bear Humble 

Bear--How does each honor make you feel? 
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REHEARSAL LOG 

THE ARKANSAW BEAR 
Monday 

Date:Oct. 5. 1981 

Time:2:30 pm 

Place: PAB 204 

Type/Purpose of Rehearsal: 

Block scenes 1, 16, 3, 5 

Present:_Lp.ura Sharpe. Gail Evans, Shawn Dubuisson, 

Kurt Welsh. Eric Crumn, Mary Evans, Marie, Karen 

To Do's: Taped floor at 6;00-7:30 Distributed ground 

plans. rehearsal schedules and comnan:y roster 

to cast. Add to prons list (comnleted today) 

Magic flowers. pop up mirror to have no mirror 

(~lass) 

wheels on trunk 

John Bailey - Spotlights? 

Leslie Seigel- sound 

Personal Notes/Thoughts:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---

,.. 

Karen Norris 

STAGE MAL~AGER 



Director's Notes 10/6/81 

Scene 2 
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Tish--Why do you wish on a star? 

You're alone at your tree you sit down, what do you need? 

Star--What does Tish's request mean? Do you have to do it? 

Perhaps you better talk her out of it? Not an easy wish? 

How does that make you feel? 

How does making a little girl's wish come true make you feel? 

Height? Voice projection. 

Tish--don't whisper 

What is the relationship between Tish and the Star? 

How do you feel about one another? 
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REHEAP..SAL LOG 

THE ARKANSAW BEAR 
Tuesday 

Date: Oct. 6, 1981 

Time :_.,7_.: .... 3 ..... 0 ___ _ 

Place: PAB 204-

Type/Purpose of Rehearsal: 

Present: E. Crump, L. Sharpe, C. Smith, K. Wright, 

D. Holzsweig, M. Evans, M. Zirkenbach, K. Norris 

To De's: Props: Glitter, Book 

John- Can one slide down the surf ace of ramp? 

Poster needs to fly with curtain 

L;ynn- Will Starbright be able to walk? 

When can we have the Trunk? 

Personal Notes/Thoughts: Went well. Finding some 

difficulty with blocking because scenes done 

inseguentially 

·' 

Karen Norris 

STAGE MANAGER 
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Director's Notes 10/7/81 

Bear--wait till you see what Mime shows you 

What about bears? Mime 

Mime--don't let Tish look at Bear 

Bear--How do you feel? 

Scene 5 Box SR 

Urgency 

Tish--make fun of her name with Mime 

Good Bear pick crumbs out of fur 

Beat sitting down 

Tish--I like the pat 

Got model 

Sunday 5:00 meeting with Leslie about Sound 

Could we be in Burruss Sunday 11? 

Friday tent. 5:00 

Director's Notes 10/8/81 

Inform actors about new cuts in script 

pp. 15, 16, 18, 23, 24 

Cut Lines p. 21 

Don't forget to teach Bear dances 
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REHEARSAL LOG 

THE ARKANSAW BEAR 

Date: ~S%~e7~~981 Type/Purpose of Rehearsal: 

Time : ? : 30 pm 

Place: PAB 204 

Block scenes 11, 13, 14 

Present: Eric Crum"O, Mary Evans, Laura Sharpe, Debbie 

Holzweig, Marie Zirkenbach, Karen Norris, Vince Dilosa 

To Do's: Check with Don about rehearsing in Burruss 

on Sunday 10/12 and the following weekend 

Pick up trunk form Mike Russell 

Personal Notes/Thoughts: Hoping to get P1arj e to swj tch 

Friday's rehearsal to 5:00pm so that those going 

to VT C will not have to drive all night! 

,. 

Karen Norris 

STAGE MA.i'IAGER 
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REHEAP.SAL LOG 

THE ARKlu~SAW BEAR 
Thursday 

Date: Oct. 8, 1981 

Time: 7:30nm 

Place: PAB 204 

Type/Purpose of Rehearsal: 

Block scenes 4, 6, 9 

Present:Laura Sharpe, Mary Evans, Eric Crumn, M. 

Zirkenbach, K. Norris, V. Dilosa 

To Do's: Notes to Marie: 

1. A. Mc Carter informed us that we could not move 

into Squires until Tues Oct. 20 

2. Got Sound Onerator- Brad Spencer 

Amy Lee Darby- Props 

3. Informed that Caroline Smith and Kevin Wright 

missed costume shon annts., called to remind them. 

4. Talked w/John Bailey concerning rescheduling of 

Tech week. Cue-in on the 1 th. Front stens on set 

Personal Notes/Thoughts: 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---

Short rehearsal. Becoming concerned at the lack 

of commµnication between production and design staff. 

Will have to keep close watch on this. Starbright 

is now a perso'n. Lynn ~horpe is to make costume • 
... 

Karen Norris 

STAGE MANAGER 



Director's Notes 10/9/81 

Scene 10 The Wish 

Cut on p. 25 

Urgency 
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Star Bright, are you excited? Impatient? Is this a wish you 

year all the time? How does that make you feel? Is it easy 

to do? 

Scene 12 

Work on timing of this scene 

Again the urgency Something you must do now 

Comparing the first scene with the second the first is less 

invnediate but both need to fly 

Bear--need to see your face 

Ti sh--1 ouder, "Stop Death." 

Time scene 12 

Tish--watch "urns" 

Bear--did this and then did that 

Tish--you know wishes come true 

Star--give more time to your spell 

Tish--try climbing rope here 

Mime--up on ramp 

Tish--quick because it has to be the first star 
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REHEARSAL LOG 

THE ARKAi'lSAW BEAR 
Friday 

Date: Oct 9, 1981 

Time: 5.00 ~m 
Place: PAB 204 

Type/Purpose of Rehearsal: 

Block and review Sc. 10, 12 

Present: Laura Shart>e, Caroline Smith, Mary Evans, Eric 

Crump, Debbie Hozsweig, Kevin Wright, ·Marie, Karen,. 

To Do' s: Vince 
~~--~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~___:.~~--

Check With John Bailey- Rone ladder comes down in 

Sc. 10 goes back U'D and comes back down again. Can 

1st 2 rungs be climbed? Let sets know where wheels 

go on trunk 

checked shon- rigging, set progressing, questions 

from Mike Russell regarding rigging of St.arbright 

Personal No~es/Thoughts:Running time for sc. 12: 1:08, 

1:06 

Mary Evans (mime) got a chance to look at trunk 

Props nerson Amy Lee Darby watched nart of rehearsal 

Early rehearsal because of V.T.C. auditions 

Karen Norris 

STAGE MANAGER 
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Director's Notes 10/11/81 

Scene 1 5 Review 11 , 1 3, 14, 4, 6, 9 

Where is the trunk during each scene? 

When does the Bear wear his hat? 

T&LB--leave those two for their moment 

Tish--cheat, move OS 

Star--wave 

Sear--look at Tish and everyone when you pass 

What does the rooster crowing mean to each character? 

Bear--stop, turn, then say line 

LB--do you know your arms are way back? 

Open Up 

More room so move when you have to 

Mime--duck 

LB--good mimicking Bear Why are you telling the story? 

Tish--! see your rear 

LB--don't anticipate or look down on floor 

Mime--don't forget fishing pole 

Bear--oh, oh colTilTiand 

LB--How do you feel about each thing Bear tells you to do? 

Tish--small voice 

LB--stand up on "good cry" 

Bear--really look for Little Bear, what does that mean to 

say I'm going to die? 

Tish--Open up 



What a mess 

Scene 14 

Work scene 13 
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Bear--take time to see tree, go for it 

Mime--cover her mouth if you have to 

Scene 6 

Bear--put head down make a clearer choice for that 

arm gesture 

Tish--pat on shoulder good 



Sunday 
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REHEARSAL LOG 

THE ARKANSAW BEAR 

Date: Oct. 11, 1981 Type/Purpose of Rehearsal: 

Time: 2 :OOpm 

Place: Burruss 

Block and review scs. 15, 

11, 13, 14, 4, 6, 9 

Present: K. Wright, E. Crump, D. Holzsweig, M. Evans, 

C. Smith, K. Welsh, .L. Sharpe, Marie, Karen, Vince 

To Do's:Met with Vince at 12:30 to tape floor. 

Note's to do: 1. Get back to Mike and John about 

rigging and flying 2. check with Felice regarding 

costumes for 7:00 photo call tomorrow. Post notice 

3.Amy Lee Darby- Where was she? 

4. Make sure Randy Ward attends tues. production 

meeting 

5. Get program information 

Personal Notes/Thoughts:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Karen Norris 

STAGE MANAGER 



Director's Notes 10/12/81 

Scenes 3,4,5,6 
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Trying to get a sense of consistency, through-line 

take each event as new 

clean the choppiness, flow of the scene 

Tell Mime binoculars are now telescope 

Tish--giggle and hide, have fun with Mime and Bear 

don't step off ramp 

Everyone watch vocal level 

Much quicker pick-ups on cues 

Box farther DS 

First Run 12 min. 

Mime--stop music 

Second Run 

turn not quite it 

don't put head behind 

Mime--Does death smell bad? 

Open up Tish 

What a lousy set for blocking! 

Scene 9 O.K. 1:23 time 

call for him like calling for supper 

nice movement with chin 
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REHEARSAL LOG 
THE ARKANSAW BEAR 

Monday 
Date:oct 12 1 19s1 

Time:7:30 pm 

Place: PAB 204 

Type/Purpose of Rehearsal: 

Run scenes 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 13, 

Present: r,anra, Mary, Kurt, Keyj n, Pehhj ~, Marje, Karen, 

To Do' s: Talked wj th Mj ke Bussell about some Tech problems 

photo call at 8:30 tonjght 

Kurt conflict on Wed. 10/21 

Go aver tech schedule on Tues. meet;ni 

a; J ·h; nges on trunk 

Blocked part of dances 

Personal Notes/Thoughts: Amy r,ee stopped by 

,. 

Karen Norris 

STAGE MA.L'1AGER 



Director's Notes 10/13/81 

Scenes 10-14 

First time off book 
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Decisions on shapes in wood and light colors made by John today 

without any consulting with me 

We are really not working together 

Need props list 

Ask Karen to diagram blocking actors that I have come up with 

so far 

Actors--work on projection, flow of movement from one beat 

to another, connect events 

Activity: I am blind, tell me what you see happening on 

stage. What sequence of events are there? Don't assume I 

know something until the script, action, or movement tells me 

so. 

Time: 18:30 

Tish--good energy, generally I need to know how you feel 

LB--don't comment on your acting, don't look down 

Open up, What do you think about what he's saying to you? 

Tish--Why do you tell them your Grandpa's dying? 

LB--Don't break when you call for lines, tight lips 

Waltz accelerates 

LB--Do you really think that's the way it's spelled, or 

are you planning a game? 

Star--think of your laugh and what you are saying, 

How important it is 
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Look everywhere for LB 

Cut p. 29, 32, 35 a few more bad lines gone 

Bear--minutes 

Second Run 19:04 time 

Tish--get him to try, what can you do? "say it" 

much better and 11 look ... good" 

Star--louder Repeat, Can she not hear you? 

Watch conunents and movements 

LB--Why do you jump and laugh on "Howdy do?" 

Good Tish, you need to focus us 

LB--Does midnight give you the giggles? 

Tish--on ramp farther down from Star Bright and keep calling 

for the Little Bear 

LB--Is "left my fishing pole" a lie? 

LB and Tish--check Bear out to see how it's done 

Bear--turn other way, need to build to being tired 

Cut He's Fallen go to are you alright 

Box back Stage 

Mime--it's your goodbye, try tears after he leaves 

but before you sit 

Work 13 Boring 

Third Run Better 
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REHEARSAL LOG 

THE ARK.ANSAW BEAR 
Tuesday 

Date:Oct. 13, 1981 

Time: 7:30 

Place:PAB 204 

Type/Purpose of Rehearsal: 
Run 10-14 with lines (no 

script) 

Present: Kevin, Eric, Mary, Caroline, Laura, Debbie, 

Marie, Karen, Vince. 

To Do's: Get mime's jacket and some props 

make sure hinges on trunk get oiled 

set time for dry tech 

reblock tree bit with Kevin 

redo polka (too long) 

need to get trunk CS in last scene 14 

design of tree was changed today 

Personal No~es/Thoughts: Production meeting earlier 

today 4:00 

Laura hates saying the lines "spell it like it 

sounds 11 Had a discussion about it we'll deal with 

it 
, .. 

Karen Norris 

STAGE MANAGER 



Director's Notes 10/14/81 

Scenes 3-8 
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Mime and Bear--pull away after grab 

Mime--shake head with hair, other hand 

Bear--give back glasses, pick up on cues 

Tish--what about trying line to Bear 

Mime--Did you get his Spanish Hat? 

Bear--fur 

Tish and Bear--Voice comes from everywhere 

Props--Buns in plastic because of gloves 

Mime and Tish--story can go further 

Work 7 

Bear--take gloves off and throw to ground 

Mime--pick up gloves 
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REHEARS.AL LCG 

THE .A.RKANSAW BEAR 
Wednesday 

Date: Oct. 14, 1981 

Time: 7: 30 

Place: PAB 204 

Type/Purpose of Rehearsal: 

Run scenes 3-8 Lines Due 

Present: Eric, Laura, Kevin, Kurt, Mar:y, Marie, Karen 

Vince 

To Do's: 7:48 begin sc 3 end 8:26 

8:48 begin again end 9:10 (22 min) 

Felice- we need some hats to rehearse with 

also need to set uu time with Bear 

Talk to Don Velcro? 

Felice- Rehearsal gloves for Bears 

Personal Notes/Thoughts: Dry Tech changed to 4:00 Mon 

Glib through changed to 8:00 Mon 

Karen Norris 

STAGE MANAGER 



Director's Notes 10/15/81 

Lines Due 1 & 16 
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Activity: suggested by Laura, to actually have Mother and 

Aunt Ellen there a few times. Of course, Why didn't I think 

of that? Tried Aunt Ellen and Mother next to yelling. The 

tension of laughter. 

Tish--just tell her 

Mother--you are dealing with Tish but not Aunt Ellen 

try thinking of 1. yelling 

2. 1 aughter 

3. covering grief 

4. annoyed by child 

Tish--try to really have a tantrum, one out of frustration, 

ends of lines need to be picked up 

Bear--forever/beat, look at the hand, stop absorb the room 

Mime and Bear--your moment breaks too quickly, look at 

each other one last time 

Tish--"Oh Susannah" perhaps does she understand there? 

Star--smile, have a good time, Aren't you? 

Bear--twelve is what turns you around 

Mime--good looking for him 

LB--come slower 

Scene 2 

Tish--closer to Star, Open up Tish's objective changes here no? 
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REH.EAP..SAL LOG 

THE ARKANSAW BEAR Thursday 
Date: Oct. 15, 1981 

Time: 7:30 

Place: PAB 204 

Type/Purpose of Rehearsal: 

Run 1 16 

Present: ?:30 Gail,Shawn, Laura 8:30 Eric, Deb, Kurt, 

Mary, Caroline Marie, Karen ,Vince 

To Do's: Have coat tommorrow 

get elephant stands 

Ran sc 1, 16 for the first time since beginning 

also hats and gloves 

Leslie get on sound 

Meeting tonight with Tech and design staff 

Personal Notes/Thoughts:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Need to talk to Vince 

Karen Norris 

STAGE MANAGER 



Director's Notes 10/16/81 

First Run-Through 

Pick up cues 

16b 

Tish--not confident with lines, missed beat again 

during tantrum, flowers are precious 

Star--more pleased with yourself, have fun 

S and T--Projection 

Tish--Open up 

Bear--don't look Tish's way when you first come in 

B and M--Good opening energy 

Bear--can you see without your glasses? 

Mime--bears over mouth 

Bear--"he didn't find me" quicker pick up 

Mime--don't take time to first put cover 

Bear--Tish had box on "pin them on me" 

Mand T--story a little quicker 

Bear--nice energy and work, throw gloves to corner 

LB--don't let him upstage you 

Tish-- 11 Please let him live" Open up 

Mand T--during death scene on upper corner platform 

LB--stay down more 

More more it is still too one-leveled 

Karen--talk to Vince 

When do elephant stands get to corner? 

Nice work with rabbits foot gang 
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Caroline--stay in character, things will distract you 

during the show as well 

B and T--don't upstage Star Bright 

LB--nice work 

Mime--pick up gloves 

LB--watch stuttering, ds equal so not to upstage 

Mime--when to get stand off? 

Bear--give up and go to chair 

13 and 14 Need work 

Bear--Beat "then I am ready," walk as slowly as possible 

Mime and Bear--don't sway when you hug, better 

LB--cannot walk in front of tree 

Bear--good exit, nicely timed 

Announcer--more energy 

LB and Mime--run off when you hear Mother 

47:35 time 

Second Run 

Picked up 

Tish--don't forget to move, more tantrum 

T and S--cue pick up 

Star--better projection 

Tish--keep hanky 

Bear--don't take time to deal with Tish, throw those lines, 

keep salute, both gloves, give back rabbits foot on 

"it does work" 
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Announcer--take beat before Turkey Feather 

Mirne--begin each music cue, wear hat 

45:19 time 
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REHEARSAL LOG 

THE ARKANSAW BEAR 

Date: Oct. 16, 1981 Type/Purpose of Rehearsal: 

Time : 7 : 30 Run Through 
~~--~~~~~----~~~---

Place: PAB 204 

Present: Full Cast 

To Do' s : hats , gloves 
Amy Lee- add tape measure to props list for mime 

new baton, preset stand SR 

Mime- pick up Bear's boxing gloves 

Tish- you can use elephant stand to get to platform 

John Bailey- Is ramp hollow underneath? 

Pockets in Tish's costume? 

Personal Notes/Thoughts: ______ ~--~~~--------~----~ 

Karen Norris 

STAGE M.AJ.'iAGER 
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Director's Notes 10/17/81 

Sound--add light cue p. 32 when Star Bright leaves 

Leslie not ready with sound yet I am very upset 

Publicity--I never saw the poster before it 'i1as printed 

and it is up already. Where are the words A Children's Play? 

Karen--all props are not at rehearsal yet 

Bad Attitudes with people things are not getting done 

Run Through 45:30 time 

work projection and cue pick up, sense of through-line 

Tish--still doesn't seem to be very upsetting to you, 

too intellectual 

Bear--good, even more energy and excitement 

Announcer--you can't do that during the show, 

get your mind on the show 

Tish--lose line about grandfather's hat 

Mime--metals, cue sound and Announcer 

Feather all clap 

Props--buns in pocket 

Tish--"he's asleep" can't hear, try a stage whisper 

Mime--get trunk almost totally off stage 

LB--mistake, no cue pick up, yes you must stop 

Bear from getting off stage, good choices 

Tish--good listening 

Bear--yes, "answer to riddle" let the voice do what the 

body is doing 

Mime--take off hat for knock on wood 
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Tish-- 11 look, look 11 more energy 

LB--hand waves on stop him 

Don't think you can slide elephant stands on ground cloth 

Karen--don't forget to tell Amy about tape, call Roger 

tell him to come tomorrow 

Mime--nice whistle on "let the flags .. 

Death--put book in other hand 

II 

Mime--pick up fishing pole before lesson, little quicker 

into hug 

Tish--turn upstage to wave goodbye 

Announcer--Are you asleep? 

45:30 time 

Second Run 

Tish--quicker, "I wish .. II 

Star--good, more more you can move arms after you're out 

Bear--ideas must come quicker 

Mime--cut crazy sign 

Bear--quicker 11 nothing .. I escape, 11 missed lines in 

the same place what beat are you forgetting? Why? 

Tish--go to Mime so your backs not to audience 

Bear--much better, wait for Mime on "legs up 11 

LB--try a jump turn at end of walk, don't show little ones 

Bear--in sandwich hug stay on the side and not behind 

Balloon everyone look up as if you see her imaginary 

balloon go away 

Do Mime and LB go off together? Where are they going to? 
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REHEARSAL LOG 

THE ARK.ANSAW BEAR 
Date: Oct. 17, 1981 Type/Purpose of Rehearsal: 

Time: 2:00 Run Through scene rehearsal 

Place: Burruss _(_1~3~)---~~~~~--~~-----

Present: Debbie, Eric, Laura Practiced dances 

Full cast at 3:00 

To Do 's : Tish line on 1st page 

Check with Felice on costumes 

Will Amy Lee be ready? 

pick up list from Mike Russell 

where to end sound of chimes 

oil wheels on trunk, tell props about buns in Mime's 

nockets 

Call Roger tell him he can come tommorrow 

Marie Spanish Music? 

Personal No~es/Thoughts: Is so hard to get things done 

when I have classes all day. What to do about 

nroblems with sound? I think that worries me 

most. 

.-. 

.. 

Karen Norris 

STAGE MANAGER 



Director's Notes 10/18/81 

46:00 time 
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Tish--you have to move, more tantrum, you have to run 

Scenes 1 and 2 Cue pick up 

M and B--clean up the gag in the beginning 

I'm bored 

Bear--don't wait 

cover the box the moment gets down 

Mime--very sloppy today, bears over mouth must be clean 

Are you people not having fun? 

Bear--use other arm for the velvet box, started to pick 

up during turkey feather, salute 

Mime--"heart is tired" was cut long time ago 

Bear--Build "here, there, look", don't take so much time 

to absorb the insults from Death, the "no, no 1 s 11 have to 

build, I know you have problems with the lines, stop 

upstaging Death, more urgency 

Mime--forgot gloves 

Bear-- 11 oh, yes I will be the clown." must come from 

some kind of depression 

Tish-- 11 Quick 11 

Bear--don't point in Tish's face, missing a transition 

Open Up Everyone 

Sleeping Little Bear? 

Tish--look off at Bear before you say he's going to die 
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LB--stuttering, why hold out "gone ... forever"? 

Bear--"Where" don't look up in the sky, don't take so much 

time looking for LB before you realiae 

Who took the fishing pole? 

Bear--Tish tells LB you're the best Little Bear 

and you say yes like big deal 

No levels today at all. We must care about these people 

or it means nothing. Too long, you've lost the audience, 

moments too long 

Roger was here. The worst rehearsal for a long time 

They had several excuses, it is Sunday, after supper, after 

a great rehearsal, nerves. What are we going to do? 
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REHEARSAL LCG 

THE ARKANSAW BEA.~ 

Date: Oct· 18' 1981 Type/Purpose of Rehearsal: 
Time: 6:00 Run Through w/ Roger 

Place: Burruss 

Present: Full cast, RogerB =~e~d~ar~d.::-~~~~~~~~~--

To Do's: Call Leslie about voice overs 

Is there a problem with the curtain? 

Leslie music for the awards needs to be longer 

Call Amy Lee 

Call Harold Wood 

Appointments with Felice: Debbie 3:00, Bear early 

except 12-1. Kevin quickl~ anYtime 

Get program copy 

Slow rehearsal. low energy 

Karen Norris 

STAGE MANAGER 
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Director's Notes 10/19/81 

Sound System problems, sound not ready, of course we 

didn't start on time 

Things I can already see still need to be done: 

facing on platform 

splatter ramp and circus ring 

no color for Tech? Please 

no gel, no sun 

Tech promised these things done but what do you expect. 

Who's in charge here? Arn I dealing with John, Randy or Mike? 

Karen--what about balloons? 

Someone please get that stuff off the stage 

Are we going to see that light USL? 

No flags, no poster, no rope ladder, what about the trapeze 

for Star Bright? 

John has a concern for getting things done fast and easy, 

but not right or on time. 

Tree looks skimpy, can it be greener? What about gobo for 

images on carpet? Where are these things promised me? 

Thought the tree was supposed to twinkle during fantasy? 

Keep spotlight off the walls please 

Is there a marque? 

For all the time spent on getting Star Bright to fly, there 

is certainly nothing magical about it. 

Why didn't the puppet work? 
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Technically this is a distaster! 

Run through 

Scene l much better 

Aunt E--good cue pick ups nice energy 

Tish--little cry, then rub look up and go 

Tish--nice work on opening up 

Scene 2 better pick up 

Tish--good wishing 

Star--good encouraging 

Bear--move OS on "I don't see him •• 

Clean up hug bit 

Mime--stand on trunk for mirror bit 

Tish--look forward on Bears 

B and M--remember gloves 

Mime--new blocking to get cover, crawl 

II 

Tish--keep turkey calling until Bear speaks, seem big 

eyed tonight, ask if he's running away from Death, look 

right through 

Death--walk in front of Tish, get those cues 

Bear--cut "stay away," good "no, no" build 

Tish--go up by Mime during Death scene 

Death--good work 

Bear--good transition 

LB--you have more time to get on during Star magic 

Star--nice energy on Bear wish 
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Death--some nice new things you're trying 

LB--good things as well, tongue might work, good turns, 

try all kinds of walks, still stutter 

Tish--expression before "You'll be. II 

Star--nice gesture for "remember" 

Bear--never correct yourself with 11 1 mean" 

LB--let's say you're ticklish 

Death--What's so funny in that tree? 

Bear--hug can come even sooner 

Somebody get Little Bear's fishing pole out of there sooner 

Bear--good absorbing of space before you go, get to micro 

for 11 smil ing 11 

Mother--wait till balloon's out of sight 

M and LB--hide 

Tish--pretend Mother's more in front of you in 1 and 16 
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REHEARSAL LOG 

THE ARKA?IBAW BEAR 

Date: Oct. 19, 1981 Type/Purpose of Rehearsal: 

Time: 4:00 (4:25) pm Dry Tech 
~_,,;;~---~-------------~------

l? lace: Squires 

Present: Technical Crew 

To Do's: Headsets for Fly rail? 

Sound 

Contact Harold Wood for rehearsal tomorrow 

l?ersonal Notes/Thoughts:~--~~~~~----~----~----

,,. 

Karen Norris 

STAGE MANAGER 
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REHEARSAL LCG 

THE ARK.ANS.AW BEAR 

Date: Oct 19, 1981 

Time: 8;00 

Place: PAB 204 

Present : Ful1J Q ast 

To Do's: Eyer;ything 

Type/Purpose of Rehearsal: 

Run Through, Glib Through 

Personal No~es/Thoughts: __ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Eeek!? I don't feel like I have control- Dry Tech 

was a djsaster. I wish George was· here. 

Has no T.D, earlier eyeryone is coping out 

I've neyer seen anything like it 
, .. 

Smrnd is a definite problem 

Karen Norris 

STAGE MANAGER 
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Director's Notes 10/20/81 

Tuesday; two days before an audience, first time on the set 

at 12:30 no one but John in shop, it looks as though nothing 

was touched after yesterday's rehearsal, perhaps some gel put in 

Flag pole--being pulled from stock (no way) 

that piece of the set was in there a long time and should 

have been scheduled to be built 

One major problem--Who is my Technical Director? 

John, Randy, or Mike? 

To Do's 

Splatter ramp and steps 

re-paint ground cloth so circle shows lighter in color 

more textured 

Facing on platform 

tree needs to be fuller, greener 

Facing on tree 

Mask light on floor and mask ladder 

Bear poster, flag banner, rope ladder move over 

Star Bright's trapeze 

Thought tree was to twinkle 

Magic flowers 

Fix wheels on trunk, paint trunk 

focus spotlights 

Trim on Bear 

Easel with poster 



ladder stowing 

steps in back 

fix spotlight 

get side things up 

ends of circus rings 

Death's top hat 

Ringmaster boots 

pink ribbon 

Costumes look.great 
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Karen--mop floor, picture call Saturday, when was that 

brownie toup coming? comp forms? deadlines for complete 

forms Oct. 30, class meetings, post mortum talk, critique, 

ask actors to write impressions 

List of things for me to check: 

check to see Tech things get done 

check lights what does it look like, color? is it bright 

enough? Does it help create the mood? atmosphere? Will the 

things Fly? What needs to be done by tomorrow? Sound? What 

does it say? 

Check blocking 

Check projection 

Check sight lines 

Is everything safe? Do the actors feel comfortable 

How does it look? How does it feel? How does it sound? 

Do things read out in the audience? 
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Does tree work? 

Check costumes 

Rehearsal 

Great rehearsal, good energy, some solid characters 

pulled off tape and did glib through 

more encouraging than dry tech, good concentration 

tried to encourage for what may prove to be a horrid 

Tech rehearsal 

Velcro pockets for Mime 

fix microphones 

get side stairs out 

Gail and Shawn--speak up 

Tish--don't take so much time 

Star--keep forward 

Lights--light on wall 

Tish--don't sit 

Lights--more fantastical 

Clean up hug bit 

Bear--get cane 

Mime--metals should be open, move trunk over, rehearse 

with gloves, bobby pins 

Props--fix honey buns to half 

T and Bear--box further to ramp 

Bear--cut second "me," see Star before you point 

Sound persons--attitude on headset stinks 
Cue pick up 



Date: Oct. 20, 

Time: 2:30 

Place: Squires 

Present: Full 
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REHEARSAL LOG 

THE ARKANSAW BEAR 
1981 Type/Purpose of Rehearsal: 

Costume Parade- Tech Rehearsal 

Cast Tech Crew 

Have a dry tech tonight, work with.sound 

Personal No~~s/Thoughts:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Still real messy- but a Jot mor-=t js ~etting done 

Can't shake this feeling of jneptitude 

Didn't start 1mti1 almost 4·45 

Karen Norris 

STAGE MANAGER 
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Director's Notes 10/21/81 

move speakers more OS, also rope hanging SL port 

Light visible SR 

Star--has to come in sooner and faster, get hair out 

of face, don't readjust once out 

Careful with cane Bear 

Mime--where are your glasses? big head motions 

Bear-- 11 nothing 11 has to come sooner 

T and Bear--don't speak during Mime and box bit 

Bear--try laughing at "turkey caller" 

Keep faces out 

Bear--good hamming, even more 

LB--enter on platform more center 

Tish--don't move or look around there 

Death--stand firm 

Tish--nice hug to bear after his fight 

Mime--good, hide that there 

Bea r--wa tch 11 f a ther. . . grandf a ther 11 

Cut Magic dust Tech not ready 

Karen--talk with Brad about his attitude 

Banner pole cut to flags, draping on with rope ladder 

Bear--the rabbits foot behind her 

Props--Where is rabbits foot? 

Karen--quiet at counterweight, How about Todd for flying? 

LB--can't jump on things 
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LB and Mime--more of a diagonal 

Karen--strike elephant stands 

LB--keep face up 

LB and Tish--in private scene you have to keep your faces 

up or we lose you 

Tish--open up on platform when sitting down 

Good cover everyone 

Music cover Star squeaky ropes 

Tish--after waltz get right to calliope 

LB--good ticklish movements 

Sound--general dancing music can all come up a point 

Karen--I can hear you give cues 

Mime--music 

Bear--don't turn face on "how many more minutes?" 

LB--perk your ears up 

Mime--you arrange props in the trunk so it doesn't take as 

long to find them instead of props, 

last goodbye faster 

LB--look up on forever 

Lights--nice sun at last some technical success 

Star--come in faster 

Mime--fishing pole has to leave 

Generally quite good rehearsal if I don't kill the technical 

staff 



Date: Oct. 21 
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REHEARSAL LOG 

THE ARKANSAW BEAR 

Type/Purpo~e of Rehearsal: 

Time: 5:30 ?:00 go Tech Dress 

Place: Squires 

Present: Full company except T.D. 

To Do's: Still need another Dry tech 

Problems with sound 

Personal No~es/Thoughts:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--
Marie and Mike talked with Brad he gets one more 

chance Attitude problems 

Karen Norris 

STAGE MANAGER 

,._ 
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REHEA...~AL LOG 

THE ARKANSAW BEAR 
Date: Oct. 22, 1981 

Time: 7 :30 

Place: Squires 

Present: Full company 

Type/Purpose of Rehearsal: 
Final Dress Aud Preview 

Personal No~es/Thoughts: 9:00 go 9:08 Held for Starbright 

Running Time 47:00 

pretty good show all things considered 

Karen Norris 

STAGE MANAGER 
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REHEARSAL LOG 

THE ARKANSAW BEAR 

Date: Oct 23, 1981 Type/Purpose of Rehearsal: 

Time: ------6:30 1st Performance 

Place:_~s~w~11.·r.e~s-...._ 

Present: Full Cast 

To Do 's: 
---------~-~------------------------------

Personal Notes/Thoughts: ____________________ ~------

C11rta; n • ?-:06 

fast show- mess7 smmd 

though it seems to he g~tting better 

Pictnre call- Goff 

Karen Norris 

STAGE MANAGER 
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REHEARSAL LOG 
THE ARKANSAW BEAR 

Date: Oct 24, 1981 Type/Purpose of Rehearsal: 

Time: 12:30 2nd Performance 

Place: Squires 

Present: Full company 

Personal Notes/Thoughts:~~--~----------------------
Curtain 2:09 

Time 47:00 

Picture Call Parris 

Brownie Troup 'tour 

Karen Norris 

STAGE MANAGER 



Date: Oct 25 
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REHEAP.SAL LOG 

THE ARK.ANSAW BEAR 

Type/Purpose of Rehearsal: 

Time: 12:30 call 

Place: Squires 

Present: Full Company 

?rd Performance 

To Do' s: 
--~--~~----~----~----------------~--~--

Personal No~es/Thoughts: __ ~~------~---------------
Curtain ; 2:13 (Held house for a large group) 

Time 43;00 

Karen Norris 

STAGE M.AJ.'lAGER 

" 
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Notes on Critique 

Technical flaws at script which makes play not work 

self-consciousness, segmented within script 

How about people rather than voices? 

Problems with the character Star Bright, maybe should stay 

on stage as overseer 

General, vague, script doesn't touch on problem 

Not fantastical, rushed forced without urgency 

Dancing Bear needs to Dance more and enjoy it 

Voices of Mother and Aunt Ellen sound similar due to 

sound system 

Why no dialects? 

Death too cold, impersonal What point are they making? 

Are they sayi.ilg I said Death was bad? 

Color of set more fantastical 

elephant stands don't work 

Facing circle ring, rigging, lighting colors bad choice 

Ring not perceived as curb 

One flag pole? Why not 50? 

Mime as one man band instead of sound from different sources? 

Music on tape? Why not all on stage? 

Verynegative critique, felt like this year's whipping post, 

I am being very defensive about things I know didn't work, but 

when attacked it is natural 
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General Notes 

Technical Director: Who was he? Why wasn't I given the 

support and consideration of any other show? Feel as though 

the department abandoned me. No drawings, things decided 

without discussion What happened to trapeze? Easel going 

up in the air? 

Tech rehearsals and no technical director 

Things not built or ready on due dates 

All lights not hung or focused for Tech 

No one to authorize use of theatre 

Day before opening Tech people not to be found 

Had problem with sound person which was never solved 

Attitude to make due and find something or dig something up 

at last minute 

Publicity: Virtually nothing heard of until two days before 

the show, slack poster distribution, 

Posters not approved 

No back up radio calls, noon shows, limited contact with schools 

School bulletins without place listed 

Programs a compromise, Bad general attitude 

Sound: Fiasco, should have canned operator, designer did no 

valuable work, Attitude, no time commitment 

Lights: running of lights ok, the design was not what I was 

promised, people just could care less 

no professional or artistic attempt made at all 
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Set: unfinished, not what I wanted or what we talked about, 

sloppy work, things not organized or done on time, terrible 

Costumes: No problem, wonderful worked very well 

Stage Manager: Not prepared to handle situations, new to 

department and what or how people operate or do not operate, 

didn't take a step farther to foresee possible problems, not 

person to whom everyone could communicate with, didn't check up 

on things closely enough, arrive at rehearsals only shortly 

before I did, Needs to prepare for rehearsals better, needs 

to develop better note system, needs to review what's going to 

happen and what has just happened to better prepare 

Assistant Stage Manager: Problem, tried to direct, distracted 

me and the actors, wasted valuable time, doesn't know role, 

asked questions and made corranents of no concern to him which 

slowed down rehearsals 

Corrrnunications the worst aspect of this production 

Bad Attitudes 

Bad Preparation 
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APPENDIX E 

GROUND PLAN 

Ground Plan Included in Attached Envelope 
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A PROJECT IN THE DIRECTION OF 

THE ARKANSAW BEAR 

BY AURAND HARRIS 

By 

Marie Wendt Zirkenbach 

(ABSTRACT) 

The Arkansaw Bear, a children's play by Aurand Harris, was 

first performed on March 20-29, 1980, by The University of Texas 

at Austin. On October 23-25, 1981, the play was produced at 

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University in Blacksburg, 

Virginia under the direction of Marie Wendt Zirkenbach. 

The author describes this production with a script analysis 

and a narrative of how the production evolved. A diary on the 

actual directing process used, an annotated prompt script, evalu-

ation, production photos, production ground plans, and various 

relevant materials are included. The thesis also contains a 

narrative on how production choices were made. 
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